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After an idle week, Softball's back, page 6. 
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Khadafy condemns U.S. action 
Leader vows Libyans ready to fight, die TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) -Moammar Khadafy, after emerging from two days' seclusion late Wednesday, con- 
demned the United States for its air 
attack on Libya and vowed that his 
people are ready to fight and die. 
But the Libyan leader, whose baby 
daughter was reported killed in the 
raidTtold Americans, "We will not kill 
your children. We are not like you, we 
do not bombard cities." 
Khadafy's appearance on Libyan 
television, during which he disclaimed 
responsibility for anti-American terror 
attacks, dispelled speculation he had 
left the country, been killed or se- 
riously injured in the Tuesday morning 
air raid, staged by waves of U.S. war- 
planes that dumped one bomb just 10 
rds from the Khadafy residence in 
i fortress headquarters here. 
Earlier Wednesday night, anti-air- 
craft fire streaked the black skies over 
this seaside capital for a second day, 
and gunfire ricocheted around the 
headquarters compound. Government 
officials denied the street gunfire sig- 
naled factional fighting among the 
Libyans. 
Anti-aircraft crews first opened up in 
mid-afternoon Wednesday at what offi- 
cials said was a high-flying U.S. recon- 
naissance jet. A Washington source 
acknowledged that reconnaissance 
planes had flown over this north Afri- 
can nation. 
THE LIBYANS also said there were 
new   U.S.   air   attacks   Wednesday 
against Tripoli and towns south and 
east of here. But the Pentagon denied 
it, and reporters here found no signs of 
new bombardments. 
For almost two full days after the 
Hamapinp U.S. air bombardment of 
Tripoli, Khadafy had remained out of 
sight. Earlier Wednesday, he failed to 
appear for a promised meeting with 
Journalists at his headquarters. 
Then, at 11:15 p.m. (4:15 pjn. EST), 
the Libyan leader appeared on state 
television, dressed in a white army 
uniform and speaking in a studio with a 
map of Africa behind him. 
"We are ready to die and we are 
ready to carry on fighting and defend- 
ing our country," he declared, speak- 
ing in Arabic. 
He said President Reagan "has is- 
sued orders to his armed forces to kill 
our children. We have not issued any 
orders to murder anybody." 
The attacks, which the United States 
said were targeted on five security and 
military installations in Tripoli and the 
eastern Libyan city of Benghazi, also 
severely damaged a civilian neighbor- 
hood in Tripoli. Western diplomats said 
at least 100 people, and probably many 
more, were Killed in Tripoli alone. 
Doctors said Khadafy's 15-month-old 
adopted daughter, Hana, was among 
the dead. 
KHADAFY SAID Reagan "should be 
put on trial as a war criminal and 
murderer of children." 
Libya had not issued orders to mur- 
der anyone, Khadafy said, alluding to 
U.S. allegations that the Libyan gov- 
ernment plotted the bombing of a Ber- 
lin nightclub April 5 in which a UJS. 
soldier was killed and 63 other Ameri- 
cans were Injured. 
"Even those who carried out opera- 
tions in Europe are unknown persons," 
he said. "Who knows them? Perhaps 
the American intelligence carried out 
these operations. Possibly a Palestin- 
ian carried them out. Anyone else 
could have carried out these opera- 
tions." 
The Arab leader, identified as a 
financial and political supporter of 
i worldwide, said many i 
he would not cease I lose activities. 
Karate tourney 
stresses 'unity' 
Noted blackbelt to be honored 
by Grag ConneJ 
reporter 
When the Bowling Green 
American Karate System 
holds its Third Annual Unity 
Tournament Sunday, the word 
'unity'  will  have   a   double 
Nicholson, chief in- 
structor of the local chapter, 
said most tournaments are 
held strictly for competition, 
but in the past the Unity Tour- 
nament has been a chance to 
bring the AKS schools from 
Ohio and Michigan together to 
develoo a stronger bond be- 
tween (he schools. 
This year's tournament, be- 
ginning at 11 a.m. in Anderson 
Arena, will also bring the 
schools together to remember 
James Wallace, a second de- 
gree black belt who died in a 
motorcycle accident March 28. 
The competition is being held 
in his honor this year. 
Wallace, who was Nichol- 
son's brother-in-law and the 
brother of the assistant-chief 
instructor of BG AKS, won 
more tournaments than any 
other competitor in the 
school's history. His 23 tro- 
phies will be given as prizes for 
this years tournament, Nichol- 
son said. 
NICHOLSON SAID the com- 
petition will include light-con- 
tact point-sparing and empty- 
hand kata for all levels, with 
black belts also competing in 
weapons kata. 
A kata is a series of pre- 
planned defenses and strikes 
against imagined attackers, 
and is judged much like a 
gymnastics   floor   exercise, 
Nicholson said. 
Separate from the tourna- 
ment competition, a team con- 
test will pit seven black belts 
from BG AKA against seven 
from the Muskegon Michigan 
school. 
"You don't have to 
be an expert to see 
that as the belts 
get darker, the 
techniques 
improve." 
— Robert Nicholson 
"The tournament will give 
spectators a chance to see 
mat amateur karate is like," 
Nicholson said. "Karate is now 
an Olympic event and the 
things we will be doing Sunday 
are essentially the same as 
will be seen in the Olympics." 
He said most people who are 
not involved in the martial arts 
seem to be suprised by the way 
the competition changes 
through the ranks. 
"You dont have to be an 
expert to see that as the belts 
get darker, the techniques im- 
prove," he said. 
Bowling Green is the parent 
AKS school in this part of the 
country. Other branch schools 
that will participating Include 
the Ohio schools from Toledo, 
Napoleon, Findlay, and Oak 
Harbor, as well as Muskegon 
and Ottawa in Michigan. 
Admission is $1 for children 
and students, and $2 for adults. 
Photo/Greg Connd 
Tom  Murray practices with a  sword  for the  Bowling Green 
American System Third Annual Unity Tournament, which will be 
held Sunday In Anderson Arena. 
Darrow chosen 
for new honors 
housing option 
by Beth Murphy 
reporter 
An honors housing option will 
be available beginning next se- 
mester in Darrow Hall for stu- 
dents wishing to live near others 
with similar interests and study 
habits. 
These students will not be 
confined to a particular wing or 
floor but spread throughout the 
hall, said Susan Darrow, assis- 
tant director of the honors pro- 
gram. 
Darrow Hall was chosen be- 
cause it is in the same quadran- 
gle as the Honors Center and is a 
co-ed hall with few special op- 
tions such as the international 
wing of Compton Hall, she said. 
Honors and non-honors people 
will be allowed to room together 
because an overall sense of com- 
munity will be one of the pro- 
gram's goals, she said. 
"Honors students are just nor- 
mal people. They work hard and 
they play hard,   she said. 
DARROW SAID there will be 
no discrimination against pre- 
sent residents who want to live 
in the hall next year. 
"People who live in Darrow 
See Darrow, page 3. 
Nader highlights 
consumer lectures 
by Ron Coulter 
staff reporter . 
As part of National Consum- 
er's Week, the Student Con- 
sumer Union and Student Legal 
Services will sponsor a series of 
free lectures in the University 
Union. 
Consumer advocate Ralph 
Nader will highlight the week's 
events, lecturing in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom Tuesday at 7 
pjn. 
Jason Gray, chairman of the 
SCU and education chairman of 
SLS, said Nader is expected to 
speak on budget cuts In educa- 
tion, and Nader will allow time 
for questions following his talk. 
NADER'S LAST visit to cam- 
pus was in 1981, Gray said. 
Other guests during the week 
will speak on a range of sub- 
jects. Among them - at 10 a.m. 
Monday in the University Union 
State Room, the commissioner 
of the Public Utilities Commis- 
sion of Ohio will speak on "The 
Changing Role of Che P.U.C.O." 
And Wednesday, at 7 pjn. In 
the University Union Commu- 
nity Suite, the president of the 
Toledo Better Business Bureau 
will describe how the Better 
Business Bureau can help a new 
car buyer. 
Gray said the SCU and SLS 
are sponsoring the presentations 
as a service to students. 
"Students often dont know 
where to turn if something goes 
wrong," Gray said. 
Victim learns to cope with trauma 
Editors Note: The name of the 
University student In this article 
has been changed to protect her 
identity. 
by Valeria Ctptak 
•ton reporter 
One day after the sentencing 
of her attackers, Megan tried on 
the dress she would he wearing 
for her formal. Its colors were 
bright and cheerful. And while 
tfiBng to a nflghhflr who lent 
her a shawl, she glowed as she 
put the outfit together. 
She hardly appeared like a 
woman who just endured the 
trial of the man who raped her. 
At least, not until she began 
talking about them and bow they 
had glared at her while she 
testified 
"I always thought they'd be 
crying inside and just acting 
tough on the outside. They 
weren't crying anywhere," she 
The victim of a multiple rape, 
she wants people to know what 
she experienced in the past few 
months so they wont ever have 
to share her experience. 
Megan said she was terrified 
about facing the men that had 
kidnapped and violated her. 
Three delays of the trial only 
made her more nervous, and 
more anxious. 
WHEN THE jury had finally 
been selected and the proceed- 
ings began. M«g»" M'd she 
thought of her rapists as less 
thannuman. 
"For a few days during the 
trial, they seemed like people. 
But when (the verdict was 
read), they wen back to being 
those rapists," she said. 
Ironically, Megan said she felt 
sorry for the men at one point. 
"For (the sake of) those three 
hours (during the rape), tfaeir 
lives are shot," she said. 
Megan's mother seemed 
proud of her daughter's ability 
to gympathlT,e, even if only 
temporarily, with the de- 
fendants. 
" Apparently you've got some- 
thing in you that they didn't 
have," she said. 
Knowing the men will be im- 
prisoned has given Megan and 
her family a feeling of safety 
and of Justice. But the three- 
week trial took Its ton on the 
student and her parents, who 
came him out of state for all the 
prof—itingn 
"I never in my entire life 
experienced the emotional highs 
and Vows. You hope it will work 
out, but you just dont know If 
the justice system will work," 
her father said. 
MEGAN SAID her attitude 
about the rape has helped her 
deal with the aftermath. Unlike 
many victims, Megan knew she 
was not to blame for the rape; 
rather, she had been a victim of 
a violent crime. Proving this 
through the trial was a personal 
victory for her. 
"I always knew I was a strong 
person, but when you dont have 
to use it you just dont realise 
now (strong you are,)" she said. 
Megan's mother said although 
the defendants' parents never 
looked her in the eye, she 
thought they were experiencing 
feelings similar to hers. 
"I have to think they all knre 
their children too. They suffered 
the pain of what their children 
were going through just like we 
did," she said. 
Megan said the pain of the 
rape has subsided somewhat for 
her. 
At first, Megan said she was 
afraid she'd never be able to "go 
out and have fun again." 
Now she's thankful that time 
is beginning to "dim" the 
trauma and that friends have 
been understanding throughout 
the ordeal, she said. 
But her tragedy has < 
her feelings toward  BowO 
Green somewhat and has 
fected her attitude toward her 
safety, she said. 
"I used to be able to say I 
absolutely loved Bowling Green. 
Now I can still say I love it here, 
but you cant be safe any- 
where," she said. 
Megan said when she sees 
women walking alone at night, 
she gets "chills," and wonders 
how they could after they know 
what she went through. 
"I just dont understand it," 
she said. "But I remember my- 
self saying, 'until it happens to 
me, 111 keep on doing it "Then it 
happened to me." 
3 Britons 
killed in 
Lebanon 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)- 
The bodies of three kidnapped 
Britons, all shot at close 
range, were found near a 
mountain highway yesterday 
with a note saying they were 
killed because Britain cooper- 
ated with U.S. air raids on 
Libya. 
Another Briton was seized 
in an area controlled by Shlite 
Moslems soon after the bod- 
ies were found. A previously 
unknown group claimed re- 
sponsibility. 
John Rowan, first secre- 
tary of the Irish Embassy in 
Beirut, who said he had 
known all three men, told 
reporters: "These are Pad- 
field, CoUett and E)ougIaa." 
He referred to Philip Pad- 
field, 40; Alec CoUett, 64, and 
Leigh Douglas, S4. Padfleld 
ana Douglas were teachers 
arid CoUett was a journalist 
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Effects of air raid 
difficult to assess 
While the bombing raid on Libya has most 
Americans cheering at the United States' 
decision to finally take a stand against the recent 
rash of terrorism all across Europe, the effective- 
ness of the attack as a deterrent to terrorism and 
an instrument of foreign policy is questionable. 
We do not support the position of those who think 
Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy should be assas- 
sinated - such an act would make us little better 
than he is. 
Yet the fact that Khadafy survived while his 
infant daughter was killed and his two young sons 
were injured will probably serve to heighten his 
resolve to continue his war against the United 
States. 
Militarily, the attack was not as effective as it 
would nave been against a military-industrial 
power such as the United States fought successfully 
in the past. 
The kind of war Khadafy and his kind wage 
depends not on large bases and highly organized 
armies, but rather on small groups of dedicated 
people who are more than likely already in place at 
their targets, using weapons easily obtainable 
anywhere and not dependent on supply lines from 
the home country. 
If the raid has done anything, it has given 
Khadafy something else to worry about at home. In 
yesterday's editions, the Chicago Tribune carried a 
story suggesting that the pattern of targets selected 
by the raid's planners was chosen to incite a coup 
against Khadafy. Reports from Tripoli indicate 
that Libyan military is fighting Libyan military, 
with new air strikes against Libyan troops being 
conducted by units of the Libya's air force. 
Right now, it's difficult to tell what the outcome 
of this supposed internal fighting will be, whether 
Khadafy survived the raid only to fall to dissent 
within nis own camp. Whatever happens to Kha- 
dafy. he is not the only source of terrorism in the 
Middle East or the Mediterranean. But the other 
sources might want to sit up and take notice. 
It hadn't happened to them 
Drawing out the agony 
by Patti Skinner 
As the end of the semester 
nears you may vaguely remem- 
ber that research paper the pro- 
fessor suggested you start 
working on at the beginning of 
the semester. If procrastination 
is one of the many things you've 
learned at college, you've proba- 
bly also learned the fine art of 
lengthening a term paper. 
''when a paper is too short, 
you just BS like crazy," advised 
Tim Crawford, junior education 
major. ".. .(Y)ou lust keep 
throwing in the trivial and ir- 
relevant." 
Jana Simon, junior sophomore 
medical technician major, said, 
"My trick is to always put my 
research papers in one of those 
clear plastic covers so I have to 
leave more space on the left 
margin." 
The endless debate between 
pica and elite type, of course, 
still rages on. For those of you 
who can never remember which 
is which, elite is the smaller type 
and squeezes about 612 extra 
characters on a page. 
"I know that paper was 10 
Des when I had it written out, 
my sister typed it with an 
elite typewriter, and it came out 
only seven pages long," Craw- 
ford said. 
Professors also often forget 
which is the smaller type so no 
matter what typewriter you use, 
you can tell them your paper 
was typed with elite and really is 
longer than it looks. 
However, for a change of 
pace, popular culture associate 
professor Christopher Geist sug- 
gested that students think about 
quality rather than quantity. 
"My pet peeve is anytime a 
student try s to stretch a three- 
page paper to four pages or an 
eight to ten." Geist said. "Most 
professors don't care how long a 
paper is. but that is the most 
commonly asked question. They 
don't necessarily ask. 'How can 
I make this better?' but rather, 
'How long does it have to be?'" 
Geist said his students have 
been very creative in lengthen- 
ing papers. Some favor margins 
of two to three inches while 
others triple or double space 
their papers. 
One student used a paper cut- 
ter to neatly slice an inch off 
each piece of typing paper so 
that be gained an inch on each 
page, Geist said. 
Of course when I stacked up 
the papers that one stuck out 
like a sore thumb," he said. 
But then again professors rar- 
ely specify what size paper stu- 
dents have to use nor do they 
actually say page numbers must 
be consecutive. 
"The most creative was with a 
student with a fairly normal 
looking paper, but he left out a 
Qe number ... (W)hen you 
;ed at the page numbers they 
went from four to six. He 
stretched it into a six-page pa- 
per simply by skipping the num- 
ber five,   Geist said. 
With only two weeks left in the 
semester, students who have just purchased Index cards will 
probably invent creative ways 
to stretch their term papers to 
the required length, because It 
isn't hard (when you get on a 
roll) to ramble on and stretch an 
article by adding an ellipse ... 
etc. and so forth. 
Skinner Is a junior magazine 
journalism major Irom Dres- 
den. 
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by Valf !• Clptak  
With all rules, there are ex- 
ceptions. Like the one that says 
experience is the best teacher. 
There are some things we should 
try to learn without ever experi- 
encing them. 
It was about 2:30 Tuesday 
morning. I had iust gotten out of 
the most grueling trial I had 
ever covered as a reporter - and 
three men had been found guilty 
of raping and kidnapping a Uni- 
versity woman. 
The victim had been on her 
way back to Offenhauer when 
two men grabbed her and forced 
her into the back seat of their 
car. That's when her nightmare 
began. 
It was very dark when I left 
the courthouse that night. The 
three defendants had just faced 
and stared down the victim, who 
went into hysterics just before 
thejury announced its verdicts. 
The verdicts were read to the 
unflinching men, and the woman 
cried. She sobbed in relief, in 
fatigue; and left the courtroom 
with her exhausted parents. 
I thought that the trial and its 
publicity had taught a lesson to 
the women in Bowling Green. 
But when I walked out of the 
courthouse that night, there 
were women walking home from 
the bars alone. As I drove to- 
ward campus, I saw three girls 
hitchhiking on Court Street, 
right near where the victim had 
been "snatched," in the rapists' 
terms. 
My blood boiled. 
"Three men kidnapped and 
raped a woman right up there. 
Why don't you guys wise up!" I 
blurted, in probably my most 
self-righteous voice. 
I picked up the hitchhikers 
and apologized for my outburst. 
"Are you one of the lawyers?" 
they asked. 
"No, but I'm glad I wasn't the 
girl," I answered. 
And even after weeks of little 
rest, seeing women walking 
alone sent my adrenalin flowing. 
I drove the car in a daze, think- 
ing, "People will never learn." 
A letter was published in The 
BG Nervscomplaiiung about all 
the front page rape trial stories. 
I imagine the Sentinel-Tribune 
has had their share of letters 
too, for their daily coverage. 
The funny thing is, the victim 
thanked me. She was grateful 
for the stories. She was thankful 
for the rest of the women on 
campus because they might be- 
come more aware-and they 
might think twice. 
I wondered how she would 
have felt seeing these women 
walking home alone. 
I wonder what would have 
gone through her mind, besides 
the ugly memory of the night she 
was raped and terrorized^- and 
ridiculed because she was cry- 
ing, then laughed at when she 
finally ran out of tears. 
Raped while she was vomit- 
T wonder what she would have 
thought 
The would-be hitchhikers sat 
silent in the back of the car. 
intimidated, I think. 
Maybe for that minute, they 
thought about what could have 
happened had I not picked them 
up. Maybe they put themselves 
in the mind of the victim, who 
bad thought at the time, "It'll 
never happen to me." 
Perhaps all the hype about the 
danger of rape Is too much for 
some sheltered types who would 
say, "Hey, it's only one woman. 
Why make a big deal about it?" 
I know from talking to the 
victim that her feeling, and 
mine, is that if two months of 
front page coverage will prevent 
one woman from walking into a 
rape, from enduring months of 
nightmares afterward, and from 
being afraid of men the rest of 
her If e, it's worth it. 
And no, I don't advocate para- 
noia. Feeling independent and 
free is one of the most exhilerat- 
ing experiences of college life. 
Being able to do something on 
your own gives you a natural 
But a victim of rape may 
forever have trouble experienc- 
ing that high. 
She could lose her ability to 
feel free at all. 
And yet we walk home all 
hours of the night, saving to 
ourselves, "It'll never happen to 
me..." 
Ciptak, a senior news-editorial 
journalism major from Pitta- 
burgh, Pa., Is a staff reporter tor 
The News. 
Letters 
Rape victim responds 
Addressing Trevor Reach's 
letter "Rape trial overdone" 
(April 16): 
As the victim of the October 
kidnapping and rapes, I am not 
disturbed, but grateful to 77ie 
BG News for its extensive cover- 
age of the crime, its investiga- 
tion and trial. What I am 
disturbed with is Reach's belief 
that readers of The News do not 
find this subject' 'worthy of their 
attention." 
When I returned to campus 
the following week I was very 
surprised to see that the crime 
had received as much attention 
as it did, especially on the front 
page. But I was also glad. I 
hoped that people would realize 
that rape is real and that it could 
happen to anyone, even in Bowl- 
ing Green. 
If we want to stop such terri- 
ble crimes, the front page Is the 
best place for such news. I view 
front-page stories as very im- 
portant ones, and if people are to 
be informed and educated on 
rape and other acts of violence, 
the front page is one appropriate 
source for this. 
I know that I am not the only 
person who feels this way. In the 
past six months I have beard 
endless comments from people 
concerning how much more cau- 
tious they have become because 
of the detailed attention given to 
this Incident. This continuous 
coverage has helped many peo- 
ple. 
Name withheld by request 
All are affected 
In his letter, Trevor Keach 
stated that the coverage of the 
recent rape trial was overdone 
and that it was unneccessary 
front page material. He also 
stated that he doubted If many 
students thought the trial was 
worthy of their attention. 
In my opinion, be is speaking 
for himself and if not, then he is 
only speaking for a few insensi- 
tive people. A student was ab- 
ducted from this campus and 
attacked, and be doesn't think 
people care? 
I am relieved to say that a lot 
of us do. Did Reach ask any 
women on campus how they felt 
about It? 
I do have to give him some 
credit. Keach did mention that 
rape Is a problem in Bowling 
Green. But soon after he over- 
shadowed it by saying that the 
incident and its reporting affect 
only a "very small part of the 
University community" 
We're all in this together. 
When one of our peers is merci- 
lessly attacked, that Is when our 
citizenship as a student body is 
tested. We have banded together 
for students who have faced 
strife in the past, and this should 
be no different. 
Personally, I followed the trial 
because I wanted to be sure that 
whoever committed the crime 
was punished. No, I didn't know 
the girl to whom it happened, 
but I empathize with her. It 
could have been me or any one 
of my friends. 
I believe that this campus is 
mostly made up of compassio- 
nate people ana believe that the 
majority  of people   were at- 
Denise W. Wlnkler 
12*-B S. College Dr. 
People care 
In regard to Trevor Reach's 
letter about the rape trial not 
being worthy of front-page cov- 
erage, I have a few things to 
point out. 
Most rapes are not even re- 
ported. This victim must be sup- 
ported for her courage to stand 
up after such a traumatic expe- 
rience and put a stop to these 
skk men. 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Rape is more than a "prob- 
lem.* How would Keach feel if 
one day it were his daughter or 
girlfriend who was raped? 
I support The BG News' cover- 
age ot the trial because it is rare 
that rapists are apprehended 
and brought to trial. By follow- 
ing the trial and sentencing of 
these disturbed men, The BG 
News may be giving nope to the 
countless other victims who 
have suffered in fear and si- 
lence. 
Rape is often considered as 
heinous a crime as murder. 
Does this consideration mean 
that murder trials should be 
moved back a few pages in 
newspapers so as not to disturb 
the victim's friends and rela- 
tives? I should think not. People 
want to see that criminals are 
brought to justice and punished 
for their cranes. 
If I were this victim, I would 
be grateful for the support of my 
campus newspaper. It shows 
that people in Bowling Green 
care. At least most of them. 
Donna Cowl 
Ol Offenhauer West 
Story important 
This letter is in response to 
Trevor Reach's objections to the 
running of the rape trial story on 
the front page of The BG News. 
THEVIOUtKei6<M0t/ 
smrs eeeNseuno ■MHturrmL-cwt' 
Yes, this is quite an important 
story. There is no crime like 
rape and no emotional trauma 
like the rape victim's. Running 
the story helps remind us that 
this terrible threat does exist. If 
only one rape is prevented 
through the knowledge and cau- 
tion triggered by our reading of 
these accounts, The BG News is justified in its front-page cover- 
age of the story. 
It is hard to believe that the 
victim of this crime would be 
"more disturbed by the cover- 
age than comforted." Gener- 
ally, rape victims prosecute not 
out of vengeance, but to help 
reduce the Instances of this 
crime. What better way to re- 
duce rape than through the edu- 
cation of the people? 
Finally, I must disagree with 
Reach's point that this trial af- 
fects a very small part of the 
University community." On the 
contrary, more than naif of this 
University community is fe- 
male. Rape affects women, di- 
rectly and indirectly, more often 
than men. Perhaps Reach has 
allowed his impatience and his 
maleness to overshadow the vi- 
ciousness of rape. No amount of 
exposure of this crime is 
enough. 
Jeannle Ludlow Daniel 
English Dept 
by Berke Breathed 
CNtCANcmi 
w/am-mMOHSTFous 
Hum* of* sme 
/mcKt>f~.ay.. 
CfaS^ 
STU by Walt Emerine 
</OU'#£    IU    TH£ 
|U«o/l<6   PLACE, MAC. 
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Activist to speak on apartheid 
by Melissa McGUUvray 
staff reporter 
The term "Black Power" and 
the name Kwame Toure may 
seem unrelated. But Toure's for- 
mer name, Stokely Carmichael, 
is probably more familiar when 
associated with the 1960's civil 
rights slogan. 
Toure will speak to University 
students Saturday afternoon 
about another minority issue in 
which he is now involved -apart- 
heid. The event will be held from 
U pjn. in 121 West Hall. 
Mis talk is entitled, "Students 
Leading the Struggle Against 
Apartheid" and is being spon- 
sored by the Third World Grad- 
uate Association. 
Angelo Brown, president of 
the group, said the address is not 
only open to minority and inter- 
national students, since many 
other students could benefit 
from the presentation. 
"There's something to gain 
for everybody," Brown said. 
"Today, more and more, we 
realize that something that hap- 
pens outside our own territory 
often affects us either directly or 
indirectly." 
TOURE. ACTIVE in the 1960's 
civil rights movement in the 
United States, was one of the 
first to use the term "Black 
Power" and was national chair- 
man of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordination Committee in 1966. 
He has been involved in the 
struggle of African people since 
1972, when he announced the 
formation of the All African 
People Revolutionary Party. 
Disraeli Hutton, member of 
the Third World Graduate Asso- 
ciation, said the group wanted 
Toure to speak because of his 
"He has been working acti- 
vely for Third World nations and 
minorites for the past 20 years," 
Hutton said. "We chose him 
because of his extensive involve- 
ment with African people for 
national liberation." 
HUTTON SAID be hopes the 
presentation will make students 
more aware of apartheid in 
South Africa. 
"We feel this is an issue of 
tremendous importance, and we 
cannot allow it to recede," he 
said. "We are playing a role in 
keeping it in people's minds." 
Brown said Toure will speak 
about apartheid in more depth 
then most Americans are used 
to. 
"They'll gain more insight 
into why these things are hap- 
pening/' he said. "Newspapers 
and TV say these things are 
happening, but they don't say 
why," Brown added. 
Toure's speech will address 
underlying issues of apartheid, 
Brown said. 
Toure will also provide his 
suggestions for solutions to the 
problem of apartheid. The last 
half of the presentation will be 
question and answer, Brown 
said. 
As a prelude to Saturday's 
presentation, the association 
will hold a Jazz Cafe in the Ice 
Arena lounge tonight. The con- 
cert, from 8 p.m.-12:30 a.m., will 
feature Tyrone Vernon It Co. 
and Authorized Personnel. Ad- 
mission is free. 
Co-sponsors of the events in- 
clude the African Peoples Asso- 
ciation, the Board of Black 
Cultural Activities and Minority 
Affairs. 
Darrow  
Q Continued from page 1. 
now have first priority in getting 
back in," she said. 
Only four continuing students 
have signed up for the program, 
but Darrow said she expects the 
first year will involve mostly 
freshman. 
Jill Carr, director of housing, 
said the introduction of honors 
students into Darrow Hall is a 
"weeding-in process" because it 
is too early to tell how big the 
response will be. 
"We're waiting to see what the 
interest rate from the new fresh- 
man will be," Carr said. 
Darrow said interested stu- 
dents will be questioned about 
smoking, tastes in music and 
whether he or she is a "night 
owl" or "morning lark" to help 
the Honors Office match person- 
alities. "We're going to try to 
pah* people up as best we can," 
Darrow added. 
Groups take steps 
for cancer society 
by Jill Monoc 
reporter 
Christian organizations 
Kappa Phi and Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes plan to 
have a 24-hour Spring Vigil 
Walk this weekend to raise 
money for the American Can- 
cer Society. 
Marjorie Fuller, president 
of Kappa Phi, a Christian 
women's service organiza- 
tion, said members of Kappa 
Phi and Fellowship of Chris- 
tian Athletes are being spon- 
sored by donations to walk for 
as many hours as they can 
between 3 p.m. Friday and 3 
p.m. Saturday. 
The two organizations will 
be walking around the pe- 
rimeter of campus during the 
daylight hours and walking 
around the Union Oval at 
night, she said. 
Fuller said the organiza- 
tions decided to inform the 
campus police about their 
event and to move the vigil to 
the Union Oval at night so the 
members will be safe. 
THIS IS the second annual 
Kappa Phi Vigil Walk, but it 
is the first time the organiza- 
tion invited other Christian 
organizations to attend. 
"Last year we raised about 
$200 for SIDS (Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome,)" Fuller 
said. "This year we hope to 
raise a lot more money by 
having Fellowship of Chris- 
tian Athletes join us." 
Although the organizations 
hope for good weather, Fuller 
said they will walk rain or 
shine. 
Kappa Phi member Kris 
Rienschield said, "Last year 
it rained during part of our 
walk and we actually had 
more fun in the rain than in 
the sunshine." 
Laurie Hites, Kappa Phi 
member, said the Spring 
Vigil drew a lot of attention 
last year. 
I"1 OW\RD'S □ H —I Muni 
210 n. main 
This Weekend 
NIKE KAT0N BAND 
Tonight and Saturday 
NO COVER 
A Designated Driver Participant 
I PHILADELPHIA STEAK &H0AGIE SHOP 
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WEEKEND 
SPECIAL 
"Weekends always start on 
Thursdays at Mr. Spots." 
2 Spot's Special Hoagies 
Lg. Bag of Ruffles Potato Chips 
$6.00 
good thru 4/22/86 
Hours: 
WEDEUVER   „..„_    lltfrUOMF 
125 EAST COURT* DOWNTOWN 352-SPOT    MXrlffl Sat 
j/fTsTizzT; 
CARR TOUT 
— Due to popular demand, JT's has 
changed Its pizza crust. We hope you 
will all enjoy the change. 
— Don't bo confused by 2 for 1  pizzas and other 
coupon specials. Try B.G.'i Least Expensive Pizza. 
10" cheese only   $1.75 
14"cheete only   $2.73 
16" cheese only   $3.75 
12" French tread Pizza $1.73 
50* per Item 
$1.00 charge for delivery 
i 
CaW 
CONSUMER AWARENESS WEEK 
APRIL 21-24 
Monday. April 21 
Moving OH Campus and Confused About Utilities? 
"The Changing Role of the P.U.C.O. 
Mr. Alan Schriber, Commissioner, Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
10:00 a.m. State Room, University Union 
Throw a Party Without Throwing Money Away 
"Entertaining on a Shoestring" 
Ms. Doris Herringshaw, Wood County Cooperative Extension Services 
1:00 p.m. Alumni Room, University Union 
Do Bills Leave You Without Spending Money? 
"Flexible Budgeting" 
Ms. Margaret Griffith, Wood County Extension Services 
2:00 p.m. Alumni Room, University Union 
Afraid That Used Car May Be a Lemon? 
"Avoiding Fraud When Buying A Used Car" 
Consumer Frauds Investigator, Office of the Attorney General 
7:00 Campus Room, University Union 
Tuesday, April 22 
Ralph Nader Presentation 
7:00 p.m. Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union 
Wednesday, April 23 
Establish A Good Credit Rating Early 
"Consumers, Credit Bureaus and the Law" 
Mr. Larry Ulrich, President of the Credit Bureau of Toledo 
1:30 & 3:30 p.m. Faculty Lounge, University Union 
Car Owners: The Better Business Bureau's National 
Autollpe Can Help You 
"The National Autoline, and Buying a New Car" 
Mr. Richard Eppstein, President, Toledo Area Better Business Bureau 
7:00 p.m. Community Suite, University Union 
Thursday, April 24 
"Workshop on Small Claims Court, Auto Repairs, 
Pre-pald Entertainment 
Contracts, and Mail Order Fraud" 
Attorneys and Investigators from the Office of the Attorney 
General of Ohio 
1-4 p.m. Ohio Suite, University Union 
'Due to limited seating, reservations can be made by calling 
Student Legal Services, 372-2951 (open to BGSU students only) 
SPONSORED BY: 
Student Legal Services Student Consumer Union 
Student Activities Office University Activities Organization 
SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
GSS      COCO      USG 
% 
I 
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HISPANIC AWARENESS WEEK 
sponsored by Latino Student Union 
MONDAY, APRIL 21 FRIDAY, APRIL 25 
OPENING CEREMONY & LUNCHEON Student Panel Discussion 
Proclamation "Race Relations" 
Mayor Bruce Bellard 2:30-4:00 p.m. 
Keynote Address: Capital Room, Union 
Dr. Caleb Rosado, Sociologist 
Northeastern Illinois University A Night at the Theater 
12:00-2:30 p.m. Attend BGSU Theater Production 
Chilly's Restaurant of "Westside Story" as a 
Kreischer Quad guest of Latino Student Union. 
By invitation only Limited free tickets available. 
See Lation Student Union's ad 
Panel Discussion in the BG News for details. 
"Hispsnics: Past, Present 
& Future" SATURDAY, APRIL 26 
5:30-7:30 p.m. A Day at the Art Museum 
The Amani Diego Rivera Exhibit 
Detroit, Michigan 
TUESDAY, APRIL 22 10:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Panel Discussion Departure & Arrival—Union Oval 
"Impact of Hispanic Women on Free transportation provided 
American Society" for the first 13 students to 
9:30-12:00 p.m. make reservations by calling 
Gallery and Assembly Room The Office of Minority Affairs 
McFall Center at 372-2642 
A Night at the Movies Recognition & Alumni Banquet 
"The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez" 5:30-8:30 p.m. 
Starring: Edward James Olmos Towers Inn Restaurant 
of "Miami Vice" McDonald Quad 
7:30 p.m. By invitation only 
IIS Education 
"Come Dance to Latin Rhythms" 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23 Music by Serengue 
"Cafe Latino"— Coffee Hour 9:00 p.m.-Midnight 
Free Entertainment & Senior Citizens Building 
Refreshments 305 N. Main 
1:00-4:00 p.m. Bowling Green, OH 
Student Lounge-2nd floor Donations Accepted 
Student Services Building OPEN TO ALL 
Co-Sponsor: World Student Assoc. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 24 
Lecture & Discussion ■ 
"Mural Painting— 
From Rivera to Bowling Green" 
7:00-9:00 p.m. 
319 West Hall 
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GSS plans week of activities 
by Dave Harding 
chief copy editor 
The Graduate Student Senate 
has organized Graduate Educa- 
tion Week from April 21-25 to 
sponsor events and issues of 
interest to graduate students. 
"The Shanklin Awards and the 
Graduate Student Senate elec- 
tions had been planned for next 
week, so we thought it would be 
a good idea to highlight grad- 
uate student efforts and sched- 
ule an entire week of events," 
said David Anderson, president 
of GSS. 
"We thougnt that instead of 
putting out ads saying that the 
Graduate Student Senate exists, 
we're sponsoring events to get 
people involved,   he said. 
Events to target concerns, 
issues of grad students 
On Monday the spring per- 
forming arts will be presented at 
8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. The 
esrformance will feature the 
niversity Performing Arts and 
the Graduate Association Reci- 
tal Series. 
"Graduate students usually 
have their recital in the smaller 
Bryan Hall," Anderson said. 
"This will allow graduate stu- 
dents to perform ui the larger 
Kobacker Hall. 
ANDERSON SATO he hoped to 
get graduate students in the 
Theater Department to perform 
at the presentation, but many of 
them were involved in West Side 
Story and unable to perform. 
On Tuesday, consumer advo- 
cate Ralph Nadar will speak in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom at 7 
E.m. Nadar will discuss "Educa- 
onal Budget Cuts: The Role of 
Consumerism and the Quality of 
Education." The event is co- 
sponsored in conjuction with 
Consumer Awareness Week. 
Virginia Platt, professor eme- 
ritus in history and a University 
trustee, will lecture on "Free- 
dom in Academla" Wednesday 
at 7 p.m. in the Ice Arena 
Lounge. 
Virginia Platt, professor eme- 
ritus in history and a University 
trustee, will lecture on "Free- 
dom in Academia" Wednesday 
at 7 p.m. in the Ice Arena 
Lounge. 
There will be $3,000 awarded 
for research excellence Thurs- 
day at 7:30 p.m.. when the sec- 
ond annual Charles E. Shanklin 
Award winners are selected. Six 
finalists will deliver research 
presentations in the Assembly 
Room of McFall Center. 
['^CAMPUS. M ■tfftFILMSjVIl 
mm    Friday/Saturday 
D       April 18,19 
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210 MSC        wm 
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.    H 
Midnight         U 
K_      April 18,19         D 
H^M Ihrlfft !/W/wt 
M        210 MSC 
U         Midnight 
H   S1.50 w/ BGSU ID    Jl 
W       Monday     ^w 
1         April 21          H 
KIUM TOMArotS              |     1 
M      121 West Hall      ■■ 
U     7:00 & 9:00 p.m.     Q 
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Campus telephone forum planned 
Faculty and students who 
have questions regarding the 
new phone system will have the 
opportunity to have them an- 
swered at a Telecommunica- 
tions forum Tuesday at 2:30 
p.m. in the Math/Science Build- 
ing. 
The purpose of the forum is to 
discuss the operational and fi- 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
143 W. Wooster 
353-3281 
no appt. necessary 
evening hours 
w/ ad to 4/30 
#**#*****#*************• 
PRECISION 
CUT 
PERM 
*6 
'25 
White Rose Formal 
Beth Ann & Keith       patty & Tony 
* 
Rachel & Andy 
Lisa & Keith 
Lori & Matt 
Denice & Rick 
Susan & John 
Holly & James 
Claudia & Mark 
Theresa & Ron 
Cheri & Rick 
Susan & Mark 
Leslie & Joe 
Wendy Jo & Tim 
Deenie & Scott 
Laura & Larry 
Jamean & Joshua 
Amy & Doug 
Wendi&Joe 
Lisa & Dave 
Jackie & Kameel 
Carol & Dave 
Pamela & Scott 
Linda & Christopher 
KathySc Scott 
Kari & Marc 
Kappa Delta 1986 
Dana Sc Jim 
Julie & Erich 
Marty Sc Dan 
Anne Sc Ron 
Chris Sc Greg 
Michelle Sc John 
Beth Sc Dave 
Monique Sc Mike 
Stephanie Sc Randy 
Ann-Marie Sc Craig 
Monica Sc Greg 
Anne Sc Mark 
Claud & Craig 
Holly & Dave 
Amy Sc Doug 
Beth Sc Dave 
Debbie Sc John 
KathySc Todd 
Amy & Bob 
Brenda & John 
Jan Sc John 
Kristen Sc John 
Sandy Sc Beau 
S 
nancial state of the new telecom- 
munications system and 
organization with the University 
community, said Jim Corbitt, 
associate vice president of oper- 
ations. 
Questions about the telecom- 
munications system raised at 
Faculty   Senate   meeting 
prompted organization of 
n s 
the 
forum, he said. 
The forum is jointly sponsored 
Xthe faculty senate and the 
ce of the vice president of 
operations, he said. 
Corbitt said be was not yet 
certain who would be on the 
panel, but Don Boren, chair of 
the Faculty Senate, will be the 
moderator, Corbitt said. 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
321 E. Marry (near the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
720 Second St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
707 & 711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
713 & 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 & 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
840-830 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apts.—S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
433 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
Finalists picked 
for this year's 
Master Teacher 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Students who want to show 
their appreciation for a pro- 
fessor are rarely left any 
choice but to fill out an eval- 
uation at the end of a semes- 
ter. 
But recognition went be- 
Sond this for 175 faculty mem- 
era who were nominated for 
the annual Master Teacher 
Award. 
Co-sponsored by the Under- 
graduate Alumni Association 
and the Alumni Association, 
the award is presented to the 
professor "to recognize out- 
standing teaching at the Uni- 
versity, said Bob Schoeni, 
UAA chairman. 
To be selected, these fac- 
ulty members were nomi- 
nated by other students and 
faculty. 
A committee of six students 
and two alumni narrowed the 
nominations to 12 semi-fi- 
nalists from a questionnaire 
which asked about their tea- 
ching philosophies and styles. 
These 12 faculty members 
were also visited in the class- 
room by the committee, who 
then selected six finalists. 
THE FINALISTS are Chan 
Hahn, chairman of manage- 
ment; Paul Haas, professor 
of economics; Joseph Spin- 
elli, associate professor of 
geography; John Piper, asso- 
ciate professor of the School 
of Health, Physical Educa- 
tion and Recreation; Martha 
Rogers, assistant professor of 
marketing; and Robert Ro- 
mans, associate professor of 
biology. 
These finalists were visited 
again in the classroom as well 
as interviewed by the com- 
mittee, so the group could get 
more involved with the pro- 
fessor and understand their 
style of teaching, Schoeni 
said. 
This year's "master tea- 
cher" will receive f 1,000 in 
cash, a personal plaque and a 
plague that will be displayed 
In the Mileti Alumni Center. 
Last year the award went to 
Carl Holmberg, associate 
professor of interpersonal 
and public communication. 
The Master Teacher Award 
will be presented Monday 
night at 6:30 p.m. in the Len- 
hart Grand Ballroom, Uni- 
versity Union. 
Early Bird 
Specials 
at the Falcon's Nest 
2 Eggs, Toast & Sm. Coffee     99* 
Above w/ Hash Browns     $1.29 
Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
JUST BECAUSE ITS OUT OF PRIMT 
DOESITT MEAN rrs HISTORY 
Out-of-print materials should not be 
regarded as unobtainable. 
Kinko's Publishing Group's Copyright 
Permissions and Reprint Services allow 
professors access and use of out-of- 
print books and journals. 
kinko's 
32S E. Wooiler Si. 
(Across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 
PI22A 
BROTHERS, Inc. 
352-8408 
FO* FREE DELIVERY 
'What Good Pizza Eatin's 
All About!" 
. — — —COUPON' — — — — - 
EVERY TUES, WED, 
THURS & SUN 
4-10 p.m. 
All-You-Con-Eat Buffet 
All-You-Ccm-Drink Pop 
$4 99 
ONLY     W* 
Akn/l-1 «arHH* of Man Pino and I 
nrtat, oi foktow Pino on our bvfftt Cod 
onud lor our buHol mnu. 
— — .COUPON --—I 
1 - Small Chef Salads 
1 - Garlic Broad & 
2-Pops! 
$C 50 ■V O Rag. $6.60 
j»» Coupon Exp. 5/10/86 
836 S. MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN 
. 
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Carter calls attack 
on Libya a mistake' 
ATLANTA (AP) - Former 
President Jimmy Carter said 
Wednesday the United States' 
attack on Libya was a mis- 
take because innocent people 
were killed and emphasized 
the. reported death of the 
daughter of Libyan leader 
Moammar Khadafy. 
"I think we've imposed on 
Khadafy perhaps the worst 
punishment he could have 
received, and that is the 
death of his 15-month-old 
baby daughter," Carter said. 
"If 17 years ago someone 
had killed Amy it would have 
been the worst blow that 
could have been delivered to 
me," Carter said. "I would 
have sworn as long as my life 
existed, I would retaliate." 
Doctors at Libya's Chil- 
drens Hospital said Khada- 
fy's 15-month-old adopted 
daughter, Hana, was among 
the dead in the U.S. air raids 
Tuesday morning. 
Carter suggested handling 
Khadafy with behind-the- 
scenes diplomacy, something 
he claimed he did during his 
presidency. 
CARTER STRESSED he 
did not mean to criticize Pres- 
ident Reagan and acknowl- 
edged the United States had 
to act on the increasing inci- 
dence of terrorism. But he 
said he has a "personal aver- 
sion" to anvthlng that takes 
the lives of innocent people. 
Carter, speaking at a sym- 
posium at Georgia Tech on 
the future of technological 
education, said he thought 
that in the long run Monday's 
action would be considered a 
mistake. 
He said he feared the attack 
might cause an escalation in 
terrorism by other nations 
besides Libya. 
News Briefs 
Haig doubts chance of embargo 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Former 
Secretary of State Alexander 
Haig Jr. yesterday discounted 
chances of a Middle East oil 
embargo as a result of the U.S. 
attack against Libya, and pre- 
dicted oil prices would rebound 
to as much as $22 a barrel within 
a year. 
Haig said an embargo "would 
be bad medicine" for the Orga- 
nization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries in view of tensions 
within OPEC and the low price 
of oil. "Therefore, I don't expect 
that they would undertake it," 
he said. 
The former White House chief 
of staff said.prior to a speech 
before the Ohio Petroleum Mar- 
keters Association, that the 
price of oil would inevitably 
increase. 
"It will shoot up again. It's 
inevitable. And it will probably 
rest in a year or so at some- 
where between $18 or $20 or $22 a 
barrel. That's what the experts 
tell me. And I'm not uncomfort- 
able with that," Haig said. 
Ohio city has terrorist scare 
Use The Escort Service 
NEWARK, Ohio (AP) - A 
man with a foreign accent who 
left after examining blueprints 
of City Hall prompted officials to 
evacuate the building because of 
fears of a possible terrorist act. 
The man turned out to be an 
employee of the Ohio Disaster 
Services Agency who was con- 
ducting a survey of the build- 
ing's emergency evacuation 
plans, city officials said. 
"Normally, this would not 
have raised an eyebrow. But 
given the international situa- 
tion, we decided to take precau- 
tionary measures," saia acting 
Police Chief Al Zellner. "Human 
lives are a little more important 
at this time than a little embar- 
rassment." 
Police said the man, described 
as being of Indian or Arab de- 
scent and speaking with a for- 
eign accent, entered the building 
shortly after noon Wednesday 
and asked an employee in the 
city engineer's office to see 
blueprints of City Hall. 
Suicide viewed live on television 
AMHERST, Mass. (AP)-A 
17-year-old boy killed himself on 
live, closed-circuit television at 
Hampshire College by drinking 
a glass of Kool-Aid apparently 
laced with cyanide, students 
said yesterday. 
Lt. David Jankowski said po- 
lice were notified of the death of 
Andrew Hermann, of Belcher- 
town, by the county medical 
examiner after the youth was 
pronounced dead on arrival at 
Cooley Dickinson Hospital in 
Northampton late Wednesday. 
Tests were being performed 
Thursday by a state pathologist 
to determine the exact cause of 
death, Jankowski said. 
Philip Jackson, student pro- 
ducer of the broadcast on the 
college television station, said, 
"Everyone thought it was a 
Joke. No one realized he had 
actually done it. We've had 
some rather extreme things on 
the show. Everyone Just thought 
he (Hermann) was tooling." 
Woman ends 'surrogate* career 
DEARBORN, Mich. (AP) - A 
suburban Detroit woman said 
Wednesday she's ending her ca- 
reer as a surrogate mother after 
givingbirth to the test-tube baby 
of an East Coast couple. 
"I wouldn't do it again. I think 
I'm going into retirement," said 
Shannon Boff, 23, of Redford 
Township. Boff gave birth a 
year ago to a child she carried 
as a surrogate mother. "Any 
more babies coming from me 
are going to be keepers." 
Last Sunday at St. Joseph 
Mercy Hospital near Ann Arbor, 
Boff bore a 7-pound, 3-ounce girl 
conceived by the In vitro 
method. 
Boff was implanted Aug. 1, 
1985, with an egg fertilized in a 
laboratory. The child was deliv- 
ered 11 days earlier than doctors 
had estimated. 
The birth is believed to be the 
first in the nation involving a 
test tube fertilized embryo being 
carried by a surrogate mother. 
Af?0CIAT/Ot/ 
... congratulations to our '86-'87 officers 
President: 
Vice President: 
Secretary: 
Treasurer: 
Reporter: 
Amy Abbott 
Jerome Fresch 
frAindy Santo 
Donna Tabor 
Kara Davie 
^•x«v:«:v:v:y:s:v;:::;y^^^ 
STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS 
may return space forms for 
N.E. Commons for 1986-87. 
END OF THE YEAR PARTY '86 I 
-Sunday, April 10, 1986- 
-Student Rec Center / Club Pool- 
 11:30 a.m.  
. . .  officer installation, food,  door prizes,  music, 
fashion show, awards. 
|  Return April 16-18,  1986. to    | 
§  Space Assignment, University 
|  Union. 
&xx:x::x:*::xw:::w^^ 
BOWLING GREEN STATE 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
n 
WnV 
I*.«D os * civ* tmot w mow 
TICKETS: $3.00 students 
$5.00 adults 
APRIL 17-19, 
24-26 
8 p.m. 
MAIN AUDITORIUM 
BOOK BY ARTHUR LAURENTS 
MUSIC BY LEONARD BERNSTEIN 
LYRICS BY STEPHEN SONDHEIM 
» 
I 
I 
» 
ROYAL HANNEFORD 
CIRCUS 
APRIL 27th 
1:30 & 6:00 p.m. 
BGSCI Student $3.00 
All-Sports Pass $2.00 
Adult $5.00 
LIONS, SABtl THE LEOPARD, 
CLOWNS, JUGGLERS, ELEPHANTS, 
TRICK HORSE RIDING, TRAINED 
DOGS, AND MUCH MORE 
SCHEDULED TO APPEAR 
ITS THE PERFECT WRAP-UP 
i  TO A SPRINGFEST WEEKEND! 
TAKE A DATE! 
Newlove 
Management 
Need A Quiet 
Building? 
640 Eighth Street 
• Deluxe   2    Bedroom    Furnished 
Apartments 
• Very Quiet Atmosphere 
• Free Water & Sewer 
• Student Consumer Union Lease 
"Perfect for the Graduate Student" 
352-5620 328 S. Main 
THIRD WORLD GRADUATE ASSOC. 
— presents — 
JAZZ CAFE 
FRIDAY, APRIL 18,1986 
:0O-Midnight 
ICE ARENA LOUNGE 
ADMISSION: Free and open to all 
FEATURING: Tyrone Vernon & Co. 
SPECIAL GUEST: "Authorized Personnel" 
(John Harris & Keenan Foster) 
"Students Leading the 
Struggle Against Apartheid" 
SATURDAY, APRIL 19, 1986 
KWAME TOURE 
2:00-4:00 p.m. Auditorium   121 Nest Hall 
Ca-iiuiora: Board of Black Culture Activities. African Peoples Association I Minority Attiirs 
WINE SHOP 
Brighten Up Your Day 
with a Blush Wine 
All Price Ranges 
We are Happy to Help with your Selection 
This Week's Special 
"Best Fast Lunch in Town" 
Bagel Sandwiches  -ready to go-    75* 
**                                                                                                 "                 *■* expire* 4/20/86 ■__________________—_————————————— —_————_ 
Across from Harshman Quad    353-WINE 
mmm990mr9999B 
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Softballers hope wait is worthy 
by Ron FriU 
assistant sports editor Kent State and Ohio University invade over weekend 
"Good things come to those 
who wait," or so Bowling 
Green's sortball team hopes. 
After having doubleheaders 
against Ohio State and the Uni- 
versity of Detroit postponed ear- 
lier in the week, the Falcons 
haven't had a game since last 
weekend when they won three of 
four games. 
BG coach Gail Davenport said 
she doesn't know what to expect 
from her team in Mid-American 
Conference doubleheaders to- 
day against Kent State and to- 
morrow with Ohio University, 
both starting at 2 p.m. at BG's 
softball complex. 
"Well, I certainly hope the 
weather is better," Davenport 
said. "But we really couldn't 
practice during the week. If 
anything is going to hurt us it is 
going to be hitting. 
"We haven't hit off of anybody 
since last Saturday," she said. 
It would seem that very few 
people hit off of Falcon pitcher 
Vicki Miwa. She has an 8-3 re- 
cord and a 0.26 earned run aver- 
age, tops in the MAC. 
MIWA, ALONG with fellow 
pitchers Mary Kay Bryan and 
Edith Campbell have combined 
for a 0.85 ERA, also the best in 
the MAC. 
"If our pitching can keep the 
games close," Davenport said. 
I'm sure we'll be able to scrape 
a few runs together." 
BG is second in the MAC with 
a .287 batting average, but is 
seventh in runs scored at 2.48 
runs a game. 
Sophomore Amy  Lienhardt, 
the Falcons' sparkplug, leads 
the team with a.364 average, 16 
solen bases and 20 runs scored. 
Last year, as a freshman, she hit 
.336. 
Lienhardt said the year under 
her belt has helped her. 
"I think I've matured a lot 
since last season," she said. 
"I've gained a lot of confidence. 
Every time I bat, I feel I can get 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
$500 for the Summer 
E. Merry Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
$400 for the Summer 
Efficiencies 
$300 for the Summer 
* Tennants pay utilities at $oma locations 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
Graduate Education Week 
April 21-25 
MONDAY   Spring Performing Arts Festival 
8:00 p.m. Kobacker Hall 
Featuring: The University Performing Dancers 
Graduate Music Student Association 
Recital Series 
Cost: Free and open to all 
TUESDAY   Guest Lecturer-Ralph Nader, Consumer Advocate 
7:00 p.m. Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Topic: "Educational Budget Cuts: The Role of 
Consumerism and the Quality of Education" 
Sponsored in conjunction with Consumer Awareness Week. 
WEDNESDAY   Guest Lecturer-Dr. Virginia Platt 
Professor Emeritus-History 
Member-Board of Trustees, BGSU 
7:00 p.m. Ice Arena Lounge 
9:00 p.m. Reception 
Topic: "Freedom in Academia" 
THURSDAY Charles E. Shanklin Awards for Research ExceUence, 
and Outstanding Contributer to Graduate Education 
Award. 
. 7:30 p.m. Assembly Room, McFall Center 
Reception following-McFall Center Gallery 
FRIDAY 
Sponsored by: 
Graduate Student Senate Elections 
2:30 p.m. Senate Chambers, McFall Center 
Graduate Student Senate 
Graduate College 
College of Arts & Science 
College of Musical Arts 
Endorsed by:   The office of the President 
a hit- 
Supplying hitting support is 
Bryan. When she isn't pitching, 
the junior is the Falcons' desig- 
nated hitter. Bryan is batting 
.313. 
Catcher  Kathy  Fisher  and 
shortstop Sandy Krebs provide 
other strong bats in BG's line- 
up. 
"We started hitting the ball 
last weekend," Davenport said. 
"We have to start to set hitting 
from other sources - the part of 
the batting order." 
WHILE THE Falcons are 3-1 
in the MAC and 19-14 overall, 
KSU and OU also are off to 
decent starts. 
The Flashes are 3-5 in the 
MAC and 10-7 overall, and the 
Bobcats are 5-3 in the league and 
11-11 overall. 
"We've always played tight 
with Kent and Ohio/' Davenport 
said. "If they can hit our pitch- 
ing, anything can happen. 
KSU is led by shortstop 
Deanna Parks' .354 batting av- 
erage. The Flashes are hitting 
.277 and lead the MAC in runs 
scored, with 4.29 per game. 
OU   is   led   by   outfielder 
Cammy Green's .373 average 
and infielder Diane CerretiPs 
.311 mark. 
Davenport said the way the 
MAC has gone this season, it 
would be hard to predict what 
will happen this weekend. 
"You can't take anybody for 
granted in the MAC,1' Daven- 
port said. "We definitely don't 
want to go into the weekend with 
that type of attitude. 
"It's tough any weekend for 
anybody to sweep," she said. 
"Every weekend you hope to 
win four, but I wouldn't be disap- 
pointed winning three." 
FALCON NOTES: BG is tied 
for second with Toledo and Cen- 
tral Michigan in the MAC. 
Northern Illinois leads with a 6-2 
record ... Pitcher Edith Camp- 
bell missed most of the week due 
to a death in the family, but is 
expected to see action this week- 
g 
Can you write, edit 
or shoot photos? 
The BG News is now accepting 
applications for summer and fall 
staff positions including all staff 
editors, photographers and report- 
ers. Most are paid positions. 
Applications may be picked up at the 
BG News Office, 214 West Hall, 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Application deadline: April 23 
•   PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI • PI BETA 
The women of Alpha Chi 
Omega, Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha 
Gamma Delta, Alpha Kappa 
Alpha, Alpha Phi, Alpha Xi 
Delta, Chi Omega, Delta 
Gamma, Delta Sigma Theta, 
Delta Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta, 
Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, Phi Mu, Sigma Gamma 
Rho & Zeta Phi Beta would like 
to welcome and congratulate their 
new Panhellenic sisters upon their 
installation. 
PI BETA PHI 
! 
I 
i 
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I 
2 
I 
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Larranaga recruits hard; 
brings in seven hopefuls 
by Ron FrlU 
assistant sports editor 
Bowling Green basketball 
coach Jim Larranaga hopes to 
end a hectic first month on the 
Job by signing three of the seven 
recruits visiting the campus this 
weekend. 
Larranaga, who replaced the 
retired John Weinert on March 
18, has been beating the bushes 
in Ohio, New York City, and 
Detroit, Mich. 
Visiting this weekend will be 6- 
1 guard Adam Porter, from Co- 
lumbus, 6-4 swingman Pop Jen- 
nings, a product of New York 
City's Molloy High School, Lar- 
ranaga's alma mater, and 6-5 
swingman Rick Anderson, of 
Detroit's North Farmington 
High School. 
Duane Causwell, 6-10 center 
from NYC's Cardozo High 
School, Brian Brown, 5-10 guard 
out of Canton Timken, 6-2 Gor- 
don Neal, a Wooster High School 
product, and Bradley Turner, 6- 
7 power forward from Detroit's 
Scnoolcraft Community College 
will also be looking at BG. 
LARRANAGA SAID each of 
the players could add something 
to the Falcons basketball pro- 
gram. 
Classifieds 
"Any one of these players 
could help us .. .We are 
looking for the best players, 
regardless of position." 
— Jim Larranaga 
"Adam Porter is a talented 
scorer, while Pop Jennings is 
strong defensive player," he 4
 
1
'Rick Anderson is an out- said.T ick der_ 
standing   shooter   and   Duane 
Causwell is an established shot 
Mocker and rebounder. 
"Brian Brown is a very fast, 
scoring guard and Gordon Neal 
is an outstanding athlete," Lar- 
ranaga said. "Bradley Turner is 
a force inside. Any one of these 
players could help us." 
It isn't hard to figure out what 
type of player Larranaga is re- 
cruiting. 
"We are looking for the best 
players, regardless of position," 
Larranaga said. "If these kids 
don't sign with us, we'll continue 
to look for the remainder of the 
month." 
Larranaga said he didn't know 
how these players would fit into 
bis system until he evaluates 
how the current players play 
under him. 
Three recruits were also in 
town two weeks ago, but Larra- 
naga didn't receive any commit- 
ments. 
The former University of Vir- 
ginia assistant coach said the 
late start he got in recruiting 
hurt. 
"We have worked hard and 
basically what has transpired in 
the last two weeks was to look at 
the best available players," he 
said. "But the late start absolu- 
tely hurt us." 
Larranaga said the campus 
and community of BG should 
appeal to the recruits. 
"I think they would fit into BG 
athletically, academically and 
socially," he said. 
He said he hopes to wrap up all 
of his recruiting by May 1. 
Pittsburgh to check Byars 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The 
Pittsburgh Steelers plan to 
examine the injured right foot 
of Ohio State University run- 
ning back Keith Byars during 
a physical examination to- 
day. 
Byars, college football's 
leading rusher as a Junior in 
1964, broke the foot in prac- 
tice two weeks before the 
start of the 1985 season. He 
rejoined the Buckeyes later in 
the season but reiniured the 
foot and had to undergo cor- 
rective surgery. 
National Football League 
scouts rate Byars as the sec- 
ond-best running back avail- 
able in the draft, behind 
Auburn University back Bo 
Jackson. The Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers have already an- 
nounced they will make Jack- 
son the No. 1 pick in the April 
29 NFL draft. 
The 6-foot. 240-pound Byars 
was recently examined by 
three West Coast teams and 
the Cincinnati Bengals and 
to visit Detroit, Pitts- 
i and Houston this week- 
end. The teams are 
conducting physicals to deter- 
mine whether Byars' foot has 
healed properly. 
WE'RE GOING to look at 
the guy and make a final 
assessment," said Dick Ha- 
ley, the Steelers' director of 
player personnel. "At this 
point, the type of Injury that 
it's supposed to be is some- 
thing that should heal and it 
should not be long range. Peo- 
ple have had similar things 
and come back and played. 
Haley said it is possible 
Byars could be available 
when the Steelers choose, 
since a team may be reluc- 
tant to use a No. 1 pick on a 
player who played Little as a 
senior. The Steelers have 
hinted they will choose a run- 
ning back, quarterback or 
defensive lineman on the first 
round. 
Niekro pitches 
Indians to win 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Phil Niekro. released by New York during 
spring training, pitched three-hit ball over seven innings last night 
for his 301st career victory as the Cleveland Indians defeated the 
Yankees 64. 
The 47-year-old Niekro, 1-1. used his knuckleball and an astoun- 
dingly slow changeup to snap New York's five-game winning streak. 
He retired 14 straight batters in one stretch before walking Willie 
Randolph with one out in the sixth. 
Niekro, who walked three and struck out two, is the oldest person 
ever to pitch a shutout in the majors, defeating Toronto, 8-0, last Oct. 
6 for his 300th victory. 
Women 
rugby team 
reorganized 
After being dormant for three, 
years, Bowling Green's worn-' 
en's club rugby team has been-' 
resurrected. 
Two weeks ago, the team got 
off to a good start, beating the' 
university of Michigan 4-0" and 
Central Michigan 124. Last 
weekend the team defeated Kent 
State 1M. 
The Falcons will try to keep 
their record spotless when they 
host CMU and Hiram College 
this weekend. 
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS LOST It FOUND 
'Important nernkidei" 
Soringfest 86 Appscent* 
'Mandatory Milling' 
Sunday. Aprl 20. 7 9pm   Mem Science 
Attention BA Mernbers. 
Th« 3rd Anraal BA Cookoul Mi M h*U Aorl 
22 at I 30 Free beer and tood' Ihie wi be the 
leal meeting of the '85'86 year and officer* sM 
need to be elected! Contact Jeff (2-65961 or 
Sue (364-2804) tor location and dele*!' See 
you mete! 
Buddnlel Medaaoon * Study Qrouo 
Sat Aprl 19. 3:00 pm. S U  Faculty Lounge 
For Into.: Tim 287 4694 
CELEBRATE EARTH DAY 
Urvon Oval Wed Aprt 23. 10-3 
SPEAKERS-LIVE MUSIC-OtSPLAYSRAFFLE 
T-8H1RTS-OREEN PLANTS 
Criminal Juetlce Organization meeting. Tues- 
day. Apr! 22 at 8 OO p.m. In 107 Manna Induc- 
tion of me 1986-87 officers wj be held 
Cnioal DBC 5-7 PM In Vie Amen. Room 
Sponaorad by Peace CoeJton A Peace Week 
Evert 
Dane Henry 
Cunenta Qeeery 
LOST GOLD PEARL PANG over the weekend 
Sentimental value I round pleaee eel Cody 
354 7115   Reward' 
LOST: ladle* gold watcn In front ol Harshman- 
Ounbar Thureday. Apr! 3 3725178. 
LOST: My key ceee with my I.D. aomewhere 
between Wooeter and me Health Center If 
tound CM 354-8838 
Loat aat ol key* wtm "B|ou«" heart key chain 
and learner atrip, nmi cat Thereat at 
352 3619 
Loat: Uptown. Friday Night: Jean Jacket. 
driver * toanae s aorary card Pleaee return No 
quoeHone aakadl CM Krtatl 372 4873 
LOtT: THICK GOLD BRACELET 
REWARD! CALL JAN AT 2-Jtoe 
OR 2-2750 
LOST: 13" Gold chem (appro 1-2" wkjel 
Loal Thursday. Aprl 10 between music bunding 
and aorary   REWABO   352 8628  
LOST: Rainbow-colored nylon krte outside Mac 
Weal Sunday. Apr! 13 Great aaneVnental 
value"' Reward CM Saly 372-4426 Or Erin 
372-6814  
LOST: 24" gold chain and medlum-elied gold 
croea Loat In front ol Rodger* Ouad.on 
weekend ol Fab. 7 9 mcredlole ae»«kwanlal 
value! REWARD. Call 3(2-4111 
BUFFET IS BACK 
OBLIVION 
BAGELS « BENOir 
ATTN: NEW TOUR GUIDES. PLEASE 
——I APRIL 20TH. »:»W:30, ON TOUR 
CALENOARI TRAINING MEETING NO. 2 IS ON 
THIS DATE AND WILL BE HELD M MCFALL 
ASSEMBLY ROOM. F YOU CANNOT AT- 
TEND, JANET SHOULD K NOTIFIED AHEAD 
OF TIME iY CALLINO THE OFFICE 
■ETA II COMMG 
•ETA I* COMING 
BET A IS COMtNO 
RIDES 
N.S.S.LH.A. Spring Banquet Tuesday. Aprl 
22 el the Hoeday km. Cccktarl noun) at 8:00 
pm Dinner M 7:00 pm -Kay Pomta award* 
we be given! Buy your tickets TODAY Delore 
noon. ta.OO tor member* and $1000 tor 
nonmembers 
NS.S.LH.A. a honoring Dr. Wayne Sequor 
Tueeday. Aprl 22 He w* be speaking In Rm 
112  LSC about    Strategies  tor  Assessing 
Language Strategr**1 « 2:00-4:00 p m Al ma 
lor* are welcome! (You do not heve to come lor 
ma whole 2 houml 
RED CROSS- 1ST ANNUAL "SURF 1 TURF- 
BUFFET FRIDAY MAY 2. 1888 5 00 8 30 
PM AT FIRST UNITED METHODIST 
CHURCH $8 ADULTS; 15 CHILDREN 4-12: 
CHILDREN UNDER 3 FOR FREE S1 MORE AT 
DOOR FOR TICKETS CALL DAN OR EARL AT 
303-0617 OR JUDY OR ANN AT 362-4576 
ALL PROCEEDS STAY IN WOOD COUNTY 
MATCHING FUNDS FROM AIO ASSOC FOR 
LUTHERANS COOKS ARE DELTA TAU 
DELTA COOK DAN HENERMAN AND CHEF 
BOCHE FROM JEANS CAFE CABARET IN 
TOLEDO TICKETS Wl BE SOLD AT 
UNrVrVERStTY HALL WED APPAL 23RO. 
RUe oeaoeralety needed lo Cleveland Wl help 
wan gee $ Weekend 014-18 20 CM Wendy 
372-4886 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Have your apeclal evert VkJeo Taped: Date Par- 
aee. FormaH. Weddtoga. Etc. CM 353-1608 or 
352-6428  
Portable Tolet Rental 352-7318 A 
pertlee and other occaatona. 
PREGNANT?  CONCERNS?   Free  pregnancy 
feel Objective Mo. CM now. 354 HOPE 
(4673). Hour* M.Th. 108pm. T.W.Fr 
10-4 30. Sat  10am-1:00 
LOSE WEIGHT the natural way with MMOWJ 
herbal product* CM Mr PhBpe St 353-0143 
OET EXCITED FOR A GREAT DATE PARTY 
ANO AN EXCELLENT WEEKEND. LET'S 
HAKE THt* ONE THE BEST YET. I LOVE 
raw 
PJa. Q.C.W.T.6J. USA  
Brian KsMer 
OET OFF THE COUCHtt 
(And have a happy 22nd birthday!) 
Love. Karol. Jan. and Pyro 
CATEWITTI 
Oxigraluexlone on going ective In PI PHI I'm 
proud of you. Love. Chrta 
CAW 
Moving Ofl Cempua and 
Confueed About Utllttlee? 
Monday 10:00 A.M. 
*Ute Room, Union 
Klmbertie QoHhbvrry, 
Happy 1*01 Urthday'l You're finally legal! 
Let'* eatabran toon and here a greet lime at 
DeMPartyl 
I toes lay little! Love, Julie 
LOOK OUT CANADA IT'» TAUB AND Etiii 
GONNA PAINT THE WHOLE DAMN COUNTRY 
REDII ALPHA CHI'S FORMAL'S TOMORROW 
NIGHT. YOU ANO ME BUD WILL BE OUT OF 
SMMT1II 
Patty Arnold 
Happy "Legally OM Enough to Drink" llrth- 
dayl (But, you don't drtnk-do you?) Have an 
I love ye-Allison 
PS. Keep up the good wort wtth PI Beta 
Perky!  
RAY DUNLAP 
RUN ALONGII 
SCC YOU AT FOUNDER* FEST 
Aprl 18*1 I 5 PM Founder* Courtyard 
Come join m me fun 1 auni 
SFJ--AHI noboby but Spiee He ue. eh? Wi 
Bo and Soc ever be the seme? Remember the 
daTnerlne and practice' Can I borrow a piece ol 
paper? Oooowwwl Mr Africa's my hero-who'a 
your*? Mr. Hunlmgton? E Z? GO? How about 
Mow'am? BaaebM lever-Catch HI Go Logan' 
Tarn tor being such a great roomie Happy Bk- 
thday. We'll ba Mark's bound 
Remember Gopher Ml Love-SFS 
P S Have you seen Mr Fletch'Rumor hea it he 
waa eel seen on N Mam heedng lor a eheck on 
II 
CAW 
Throw ■ Party Withoul 
Throwing Money Away 
rt:00 
Karri, 
Remember   "America" » 123. 123. 123. 12. 
12. Knock em out In Weat Sato Story' Love 
Thorn 
Mr Spot's 
Check Out The New 
Spot's T Shirts - $5 00 
352-SPOT 
Ws Denver the Besl 
Karri. 
Let the world know'! Electric, isntakrtng. Ooud 
99 And thai • only the beginning I'm huggkig 
youl 
Wtm love. Thorn 
The Concert Bend 
Set. 4-16 Kobeckor 
Ad Free 
8:00 p.m. 
Symphonic Band 
Wed. 4-23 Kobeckor I PM 
unNeraHy Band 
Frt. 4-21 Kobecker I PM 
a O BETA 
a 0 BETA 
00 BETA 
CAW 
Do IMS Leave You 
'Ithout Spending Money? 
Monday 240 
Alumni Room. Union 
Officer etecaone -a ba held al me final 
moe«ng. Monday Aprl 21 Nomkvatlona w« ba 
•Man lor M offices Al members are urged to 
7:30 P.M. 2nd door Commona, Wee! 
Aborkon 
Free Pregnancy Teal 
Morning Altar Treatment 
Center for Choice 
161 N. Michigan 
Toledo. Ohio 
(418) 266-7768 
ConjrakasaVine on raceMng the Aria end 
Saencee Nordmen Award. Who reefy • your 
role modal? 
The lee* fun guy* 
Oat esdted tor the Alpha PM "Scope Out!" 
Whet a perfect pear, an Alpha PM II) sad an 
Alpha PM (ee)l 
Love, Heather 
CLtNE SIEOENTHALER 
(ana Mad Max) 
Evan Hough are had burning prelectors  bad 
space mkaaiianla and M kinds ol equpment 
troubles, wa lank you did a greet job anyway' 
Love, your 66-66 Cempua Fame Star) 
DELTA SIOMATi 
CongieUMn that new liMIn: 
Fatty Heaaday   - ueaSel 
Doug Roeer      Andrea Scherfl 
Janet GarOer •   Shari Hunl 
Kurt Pagolofl      Bran Mo. 
Cheryl M*er     Jell Rader 
Dawn Phaape -   JennHer Ue* 
We're proud ol youl 
ATTENTION STUOENTSI 
Take advantage ol Wood Cabkt'a Pre 
registration pkwi next semester Ask lor dataas 
when you return your convener It you quality 
you're otgtse for PRIORITY malaaakun next 
term Wood Cable 118 N Man St 362-6424. 
Attention Knaten Romelne 
CongrMuketone on oethng USO Al-Lsrge Rap.. 
Mortar Beard, and the Delta Gemme schoumnip 
pm. You deeerve It 
Love, your 00 ■ 
Attention Sheeay "RAH RAH" Burrow*: 
CcngralulaBone on making Owartaadlngl We're 
ao exceed tor youl 
Love, your DG safer* 
Bet* 500 Happy Hours 
307 Friday Aprl 26 
CoesgePark 
BkjEHna. 
Congreluhatona on being elected as the flaw 
Da* Sweetheart! I'm ao proud ol you' Gamma 
Phi Love end Una. If Laurie  
Bk3 HELENS. 
TWO IS JUST TO LET YOU KNOW THAT I'M 
THINKING ABOUT YOU GOOD LUCK 
fWSHNO YOUR PAPERI IF YOU NEED A 
STUDY-BREAK CALL ME ALPHA PH LOVE 
AND IrsNE. UL AMY  
BIKE RACE UPDATE 
-THE RACE IS NOW SET 
FOR 10:00 AM SATURDAY 
COLLEGE PARK 
BIKE RACE! PAKE RACE! 
B«KE RACE! BKE RACEI 
BIKE RACE! ESKE RACE' 
''ALPHA PM SCOPE OUT" 
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT" 
"ALPHA PM SCOPE OUT" 
KavaiThomaa. 
I Just wnat to thank you tor being mine For put 
tmg up wtth my moods and eapecsyjy tor mak 
Ingrnyefeepacaa (asp Ftortda) I can't invagtne 
what l would do without you That weekend wa 
be greet Alpha Phi dele party is finely here, and 
aa tar ae I could poasrole scope ". I could never 
ever And someone who a as apeoW aa you 
I love you' Me 
KLH. 
What? Your whole rarney? That's hell ol G-burg 
Kan l waa to meat Km. Kirk, and Kami. Mm m 
me n-n-narvoue? 
Love. Your Tenor 
LITTLE EPeN TREEND: 
Congratulations on your Alpha XJ--SAE paveng 
to Jan. rm ao happy tor you' 
Love, your tag Mlcheee 
LSAT. CPA. GRE. GMAT. MCAT 
ACT. SAT. PSAT. NCLEX-RN 
Dont compete wrm a Kaplan student. 
be one! 
CALL 352-8802 or 536-3701 
Move to Texas-get ahead' Pkg of 500 plus co'a 
apt. plus more Write for alto MAK TX OPP 
Rtonlsr. 13110 KuykendoM 402, Houston. TX 
77080 
NEED ONE NON SMOKING MALE ROOMATE 
FOR SUMMER 86 TO SHARE 1 BEDROOM 
APT. ON 4TH ST NICE APT . CHEAP RENT 
CALL TOM AT 353-2705 AFTER 6 00 
P.-H -J.-M.H. 
We remember 1885 
and wa wl overcome 
Ptv Delta Thau 
Wa had a great tjma drinking 2001 lor more?) 
beer* wrm you We hope 10 ehere It wrm you 
again' Thanks so much 
Love, the Alpha xi's 
Pttchera. Pitchers. Pitchers 
Cempua Pagtafs 2 p m ~4 p m 
Every Friday and Saturday 
Plan ahead! Awards Aeeembty Monday. 
Apr! 21al in 220 Math Science M 7:00 
I m proud ol your aacoiaplahminlil Kaap 
ap rive greet wort and let's gel together 
eoonl love, Jus* 
ConjiMuteaona to ma 
new 1988-87 CnrnlneJ 
Justice OrganUebon Officers' 
PraaiOent: Brian OUrm 
Vtce-Pree Stave WMB 
Secretary: Joan Fraedman 
Traeaurar: Valane Roth 
Reggee Journeymen 
Back lor a kmrted time only 
Rasta Mouse T-SMrts 
J6 CM Jm 352-8843 
ATTN: NEW TOUR GUIDES-PLEASE 
REMEMHR APPAL MTH, i.YH M ON TOUR 
CALENOARI TRAINING MEETaVKl NO 2 IS ON 
THM DATE AND WILL 1 HELD M MCFALL 
ASSEMBLY ROOM. * YOU CANNOT AT- 
TEND. JANET BHOULD IE NOTFKD AHEAD 
Ol TIME BY CALLING THE OFFICE 
PERSONALS 
Cfceek MASS COsaaljaBCATIONI WEEK 
IlkleVall B> Today "a 
BO News 
COME HUH DR. MARILYN FRYE. AUTHOR 
OF THE POUTKS OV REALITY apeak on 
"Feweraim end He Poaaca ol RaaMy'Tuasday. 
April 22 
8:00 p m 
Ice Arena Lounge. BOSU 
kee and open lo M 
Dr. Frye wl be open to anawerlng your quee 
Ions about lenaraam eWar her pi aaantaWn Co- 
■ponaorad by Women's Studlee and Student 
AciMiea Sponsored by Wontan tor Woman 
" 'SUSPENOED LOFTS' • • 
Sturdy. souaaUeea. IJnlveraly approved. CM 
Cheryl or JurJM 372-6610 
•PI Phi' Patreaeha 'PI PM- 
CongraUsabna on earning your wkige" You 
deeerve them I'm too proud ol you. Have ton 
Ms weekend and ma*  ol me partying kl 
Wkvdaort 
Love, your AX room*), Mln 
'SPPANGFEST 88 APPLICANTS' 
MANDATORY MEETMQ 
Sun. Aprl 20 7-8 p.m . 220 Mali Science 
"ALPHA PM BCOPE OUT' 
"ALPHA PM SCON OUT' 
"ALPHA PHI ICOPE OUT" 
Congratulations   on   making   next   years 
chaartsaoaig souad. I am proud ol youl 
I love ya. Scott Souter 
KM sad Sean! 
MR SPOTS 
ALtTH6NTIC. ORIGINAL 
Pheadalphki Sleek Sandwtcnee 
Burtalo Styla Chicken Wlnga 
Ws detver after 4:00 
352-SPOT 
Keay (and ""the kid" 'tool 
Alpha Dalai 
•Beta' 
Alpha Dais! 
•Bats' 
Alpha Den*' 
BOB. WE'VE SHARED SOME OF THE BEST 
TMES FOR THE PAST YEAR A 8 MONTHS. 
THANK YOUI ANO LOOKING FORWARD TO 
MANY MORE! I LOVE YOU. CAROL HAPPY 
AHWVERSARYI  
BfOtt»KB Ol HBH NU, 
Wa. me Spring 66 pledge dsss, would Bra to 
■tank you lor me eandartal enpenencaa wa 
heM uLWWay pMQQaflQ 
Thar* You 
Chuck. 
Oat ready to party and drink lots ol bear, the 
Alpha PN  ScopeOut   a) aknoM  here'   OM 
psyched! 
Love, Pern 
Birthday Sale 
Uet2days 
Spring Apparel 4 Shoes 
Falcon Houee 
140 E. Wooeter 
Downtown BG 
Coma to Cempua PagtaJ'a Saturday 
Al pechei* a greet once 2 p m. to 4 p m. 440 
t   Court 352 9838 
CorxjrahAaacna  Cathy  VenHerten   on  your 
ang*gementloChi»lopheil 
Love, the aaMsrs of Alpna XI Delta 
CongraUaaona to Jen Shaffer and Knehl 
Ckmerts on your Phi Pn-Gamma PN Pinning - 
PN Pal Brothers 
Aon 23 SECRET APSES DAY Stop by and pk* 
up or order one of our apecaa* tor your 
secretary  Fksrel (Mgnele 61B E. Wooeter. 
1114144 
CMDY. 
I LOVE YOU' 
Happy Armrveraary 
Crarg Leader: My Favorite Allen 
Alpha Phi Scope Out a flnaay here 
OM ready to dance end drink tone ol beerl 
Rock rvroerithe whole night thru. I cent wait h) 
party with you! OM psyched! 
Love. Kefy 
DAVD 
PS   m wtel lor you to CM 
SBeaaM Aft TharsaT Hiimliili ■ 
PraaanW -Art Therapy the Up and Coming a 
aympoeium aetusskig: OverM approachaa on 
Art Therapy, gfirkaai and undeiurart— use 
ol laaMphori n a psycMakto eatang. the art 
ekjoto (kl s hoapM aetimg). expermenaa and 
movemenl worteahoca Open isgMesui M 
8:00 am. It Eppaer South room 302. Faa 
S600. For more IraOrmaaon contact Jodie 
HemNer-384-7363 or Ayn Rutlar-372^743 
1988 Beta 500 
Happy Hour* 
307 Friday Aprl 26 
CceegePark 
CAW 
ThMUeedCar 
•eaLeaaan? 
7DO P.M. 
1988 EeKE RACE CHAMPIONS 
ARE 
YOU 
REA0Y77? 
Cayaa-gaa. 
We've bean together mraugh a lot. 
But Juet look at what we've got, 
A good trtondehlp and mernortea to aat 
Tha*a ao much, it'a been one HELL ol a ba* 
Love ya. Bebyoakea. 
-OjTe.  
On Friday wel leave without a trace, doing 
whatever we can lo avoid Seam's face Then on 
our way k) Aquamarine, wel anna behind that 
acery scene H wl be greet, you know we'I 
lawa fun Because ma tormet a number oral 
Wsl ba drunk, unable to aland kl other words, 
awl ba out ol land. Yaa. ml ba in outetan 
dkyg group. By the end of the night, we I ba 
case of poop. Wa may look axe wa have no 
esses, but then ageXi. we don't give a rets 
Get payohedl Lara Jam! 
JOSH: 
OM ready "DUDE" data party a near 
I've been ecopsv you al year 
After our tvw dele I nought  WOWEE 
Since then I've been n XTC 
OenlwMMaMuroayiMtoey  
KD Debbie and Kathy, 
Get reedy to party M raght' 
Love your big and twin. Bom Lynra 
Dear Jed, 
Just wanted you to know how exceed I ant 
•bout Alpha XI lormal and how special you art 
tome 
l love you  Joy 
Deereel senior, ol PN Mu. 
You arS ba In our heerta and on our i 
Hough not by our aide 
Beet wanes tor Its Mural 
Lova, your i 
Coattaoed on page 8. 
Classifieds BG News/April 18,1MI 8 
(ram page 7. 
Th.«DI 
wawBM 
KuMMl 
••■MM 
I 
T*» Shannon *■ mow 
amca Book and Doug 
STAC. 
May 24H wa ba hara Baaora you www «. K 
at. party kx»ghti 
HMO 
TIC   BROTHERS  OF  DELTA TAO DELTA 
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE ELAINE 
QUAY  FOR BEMG   NAMED THE I9M 
BrYtETHEABT 
1 DAV TKDU 
BIKE RACE 9:00 AM 
COLLEGE PARK 
•ALPHA PM SCOPE OUT" 
' ALPHA PH KOPI OUT" 
"ALPHA PHI KOPE OUT" 
Amy 
DELTA UPSLON IKE 
RACE SCHEDULE CHANQE- 
THE SKE RACE VMLL NOW 
START AT 10:00 AM--TMS SATURDAY 
DELTA   UPSK.ON   AND   MAHATTER   GET 
TOGETHER TMS STURDAY-OET ON THE 
QUEST LOTH 
□Ma Upaaon  Oood Luck wim ma MUM 
WW M tha toaavkto. INI WMkand' Juh 
"ALPHA PM SCOPI OUT' 
"ALPHA PHI SCON OUT' 
-ALMA PM SCOPE OUT" 
ha> novad to 42S 
c    WOQaMST, OaWwlu sTHt upon PsVIVy. 
ON SALE THM WOK     Prool ol UkaV 
LPa-S1.00 ori. UMarground oonica-60 
cam. M: Bautaua-i 2" t LPb- 
60 cart. OH: hoanaa only 00 canto 
Noun: 12-» Monday--Saturday 
383-1222 
TO ALPHA PM DATES- 
AFTER LOOKM ALL ABOUT 
WE THMK WE'VE FOUNO THE 
PERFECT "SCOPE-OUT' 
FREMONT. OMO AWAITS OUR ARRIVAL 
PARTYSM AND DANCNQ ■ THE KEY 
TO SURVIVAL i 
SO OET READY FOR THAT BK> EVENT • 
PUN.   OOOD   TIMES   AND   LOTS   OF 
EXCITEMENT! 
LOVE. THE ALPHA PMS 
To Jam (no) Ray) 
ApK IMiataday 
Atoha m -Soon Our a raw. 
war. SoJharn Contort aid baar. 
Wal aMI la waakand on Friday mght.Than 
Saturday wal Baal • up right 
Al 8:16 la but wal toad, 
and oh to rramonl aa w» got 
Lova, Lam 
rani 
6-1; 440 E Court 
CAW 
■Aaain 
Aanin u 
MR. SPOTS 
BG S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
WE DELIVER THE BEST 
382-SPOT 
SHELLEY BURROWS 
CONGRATS   ON   MAKING   THE   BQSU 
CHEERUADWO SQUAD! IN SO PROUD OF 
YOUII LOVE YAI SUSAN 
ORMK-OFF "LOSERS-: 
OWE IT UP1YOU'LL THROW-UP1 DMNK-OFFS 
WERE MADE FOR FRESHMAN. 
-THE CAN HANDLE IT' FRESHMAN 
ELAMEORAY, 
O0MQRATULATION8 ON BECOMING DELT 
SWEETHEART! LOVE AND MUCH TTKE, 
YOUR OAMMA PM StSTERS 
To our" 
Happy 22nd WBaaX Naxl yaw youl ba a yup- 
pto ai Boaton. What about la T yoo all IMM 
to LA? Do you a., lo danoa? Mora poocom 
baara. muBVa 4 toa. what gama wB wa play 
taraghtt Yaa. you can Braa* la nan. Hna a 
MBN 
Lova: KaBa. Andraa I Daaa 
TO THE MU2JC MEN-XAN YOU SAY 
UNLEASHED W1LDNESS7 I KNEW YOU 
COULDT OET PSYCHED FOR CM-O FOR- 
MAL   ITU   BE   MARVELOUS!   CHERYL   t 
Frkay-Naw> Nawl Nawl 
PAN PIZZA 
CAMPUS PAOUATS 
440 E Court 362-9638 
TiaManWg to OSUTT 2 —MSaaaJ a—a 
THE DAY « ORAWWCI NEAR 
THE BINOCULAR* ARE CLEAR 
OF COURSE THERE a NO DOUBT 
ITS TBBI FOB SCOPE-OUTII 
THE POLYNSSUN VtXAOB DSUVSRS 
OREAT OHMSaS-OBHaTAi FOOO- 
YOU'LL   LOVE   ITII   DELIVERY   HOURS: 
AT. CALL! 
GMC-Gat paychad tor Saturday! » you By lo 
aack around m. whokt night. It ky to lomambar 
■ okayTI And ■ ycuTr kioky. BB majht SMI pay 
1 Navar-' (Mat rang on your pa. pal) Lova, 
■aBaa/tl 
Ha/ M you CSP-Graak Da Comp Takara 
Oood took awh Parry. CNokanng, Pan*. 
Saanga Kng, Moor. Sada. and Rantz on 
Saturday! Wa know you can do ■ Van. Ron and 
naad 1-2 rmtoa tor apt Mngl I 
2-3680 or Oantoa 2-3984 
TuxadoRanM 
JaanaNTNng. 
SSIRJdga 
WANTED: OMOBB to wort MMaM Track 
Maal. Ptok up ipplcaiura and rakjm nan, to 
ta M OBtoa at 108 Pac Cantor, no Bar MR 
12.00 Friday Aprl 18. 
TkaCata, 
lAJph 
ItaaHy Wllllil  I'aa   "acepad"   main la 
kaaa yaa'ra BM ana I aaM la fa! 
I toa* Yaal JaBa 
TO ALL NY-I 
I can navar lank you anough tor al your ova 
aid auprxm during tftaaa paal coupta HM I 
bva you at -Thank, for Bakavtig m ma FrlaoOa 
<l 
on 
HOUSEBOY NEEDED FOR 88-87 SCHOOL 
YEAR 
Cat Uaa 2-3398 tor apputilmanl 
MR SPOTS 
CHICKEN WMOS, HOAOKS 
Saak BMBMM, aoupa 1 
•awd.   Wa Datvar alar 4:00 
382-SPOT 
Mcycto Tuna-Up SpaoW 
Ora> 
81200 
a 
PurcaaTa 
131 W. Wooator 
3828284 
TraalJ 
Happy Bvmday! ITa party Bma ao ari naka mt 
a HOCKEY PLAYER and pal ma pa* out ol 
hara and naad to MARKS 
Dala Kappa tow, Senator 
"ALPHA PM SCOPE OUT" 
"ALPHA PM SCOPE OUT' 
"ALPHA PM SCOPE OUT' 
A TO FORMAL 
ATO FORMAL 
ATO FORMAL 
SENIOR CHALLENGE OrVMO WEEK 
APML 14-1S 
COMMIT YOURSELF a* your 
ptodgt to axcaamoa 
SEMORSI 
THaS WEEK IS OMNQ WEEK- 
HAVE YOU MADE YOU PLEDGE? 
SEMOR CHALLENGE '68 
Tnanka mom tor al your tow and aupportt I km 
youLaura 
ALPHA PM 
GET PSYCHED FOR A TEA WITH THE BETASI 
COME DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY AS THE 
BETA SSS GROWS NEARI SEE YOU FROAYI 
LOVE. THE BETAS 
DELTA UPSLON BKE RACE 
TMS SATURDAY 9:00 AM 
COLLEGE PARK-BGSU S OLDEST 
GREEK EVENT!  -38 YEARS AND 
GOING STRONG 
HEY HEY ANOTHER ONE RATES THE BUS- 
THAT B F YOU ARE LLICKY TO COME WITH 
US TO ALL THE ALPHA PM DATES-OET 
YOUR SCOPE OUT GEAR ON AND GRAB 
YOUR MATE. FREMONT LOOK OUT WE'RE 
ON OUR WAY. SOUNDS UKE TONS OF 
FUN" WOULDN'T YOU SAYT 
BGSU 
WANTED M0SLE FOOD SERVICE 
aid piggrnava  Food nunimiton 
tor Managua to 
Fourth 
baoTooM 
2-1573. 
k»   88-87     2 
Cai«2 1874 or .travaln ad Qraar 
I tomato ro > tar Sunmar 'IS. Maa apt. 
vary ctaaa to canpua Own badroom Pant a 
ragcaatto. CM Tanmy ■ 2-8498 
1 mato roomnoto ID ahara apartmant tor FaB- 
Spring 88 87 acnool yaar. CM Jamaa 
372-3183 
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR 
88 87 SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2 
BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT LOW 
RENT. CALL CATHY AT 372-4807 
2 tomato roommaaaa naadad Cam badrm. 
S120 aomh, no ua. WaaVjr-dryar Qrao prat. 
I bdrm. paMto now. S83-0347 
opparlun», aid hm lor StudaMa and 
Oraouaang Sartor. For Harvtoa oM I*, ol 
Mrs. waoar (Cia.aland. Ohio) 
1 218234-1811  
Near totdng applcaaona 8 hklng anaroaac. 
lavannaiQ tar bay poaSona and ami poaStona 
ISSW. Applyoa>aa»8pm aaoaplMon- 
ACT NOWI DISKETTES 
Suk &-1-4" 06-00 49 canto aach Lot. ol 60 
Thaaa  ara  not  aaoonda    MONEY  BACK 
BUARANTSE.Noguaaaonaaa»ad CM MICRO 
CSMTER. nsmmM.g-aESTMF; 10s 
Sal 08ara^»aa5 15 8e 
I wal r a 
t\ 206 Andaraon and lor aak>> Chan auapa<Kl 
ad. aaanad. vaianad, anramary Murdy. and 
oray I10OIIII dara you lb Bid a bana ona tor 
a pries. Coma aaa or oM 2-12S1 
4-21 88 DaYI uaa your cnancal 
2 k. atoa lor 88^7 acnool yaar to- 
i to canpua OM 364-8181. 
Carry-out Dal, 40-44 houra-waa. 
Cantor* main or Martyn (419) 886-3793 
(WSI), 
counaaiora  S  kllehan  halp.   Call 
1SOO-762-7S32tori 
MaSto Jlaib| Ball. 601>or1alK~aky Qraai 
■HuMai glto or any oooaaUn Man. ladtoa I 
oMdran'a   WwaHy    CM   Unn   tor   datoSa 
363-3408 arryama 
3 mato luumiatol ano want to pat an apart 
mart lor Fan Spring acnool yaar. CM 
372-3029. aak tor Ray 
FEMALE ICOKWG FOR A H0U8E FOR 66-87 
SCHOOL YEAR. (HAS 000 ALSO) CALL 
384-7808 FOR MFORMATION 
•to to ahara moOaa horn, tor 
Summar Own Badroom $150-mo 
CM Jay, 362-0888 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE TWO- 
BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR SUMMER '68. 
HQUHE ATOCMB 1640  
Ruunmato naadad ASAP to aara naar 
H60mo No kaaa. Laava maaaaga al 
372-4813. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED-OWN ROOM-CEAL 
FOR ORAD STUDENT. AC, SWBBBNO 
POOL. LAUNDRY FAC. 1150- MO I ELEC 
364-2184. 
NEW INBLAHD BBOTHIB-SIBTIB 
CAMPS (Mail.) Man Kaa-Nac lor Boya 
Daraaa tor Oka. Counaator PoaBom tar Pro- 
I Taam Sporto miluBS) 
14 BBBBM 26 Tanrto oparanga Ar- 
ohay, bktog. giwraMn, ptontol. ratory. 
rookalry, ropaa oouraa. Al Walarfronl 
AcaVitaa-lncajcaTg SwJmnvrig. SMng, Smal 
CraT: pka ovarraght camping toquka: J I 0 
Camphg. 190 Undan Avanua, Gton Hog. NJ 
07028 Phona (201) 429-8622 
YAAOSALEMI 
Woodan BSto w» 4 matolvig elan, bkaa (6 
1 10 apaad). lumSura, TV MM, nacrowM. 
H20 bad, panto, cratoa. an. atodnc ap- 
pancaa. ate. Waaand ct Apr! 19120. saL.- 
M8 a* to 1 pm. aaal 8*8 u to taS 
SJ» 
1M a Plll|l Blllll, Tracy 4 Judy 
'78 Oodga Aapan. Runa good, aoma ruai 
Storao, naar muftar, BBBBBT. Vary good Sraa 
8600 00 CM Rk» 362-2802 
■78  Ford 
SS3-4708 
Aattig  1850 
FOR RENT 
Victor-. Watorkonl C-. 
now accepting appkOMona tor 
M1 pt -ama tood aanara. 
Apply ■ our onlc. buaOng 
4010 Coajmbua Aw, Sanduaky, OH 44870 
Of   PflOfW   0«W^affl* 
15*lol May 833-3738 
FOR SALE 
■dad tor I 
^ onry. Own room, ol ■iMcoma. 363-7684. 
5 adadnrium- 
mar am  Houaa la 3 dpnra kom "Mark'a' 
OM 372-430*. 
Wwaad a tow good man kx local actual town 
For mora mto. contort Gaorga « 372-8417 or 
362-0888 
■ERRY APT.  FOB 
ANOSE AT Ms-rsii. 
TO   SHAM   E. 
I1M.   CALL 
78 pymtoutr. Horuon Runa oant, lunnol. 
raw radtotor. braaa, auapaiaton. 67.000 ml., 
SOaajh-SIAOOoroBir. 363O808 
1 »82 FORD GALAXY 500 
EXCELLENT CONOfnON 
CALL KRT AT 363-1731 OR 372-5091 
IB7B Chavy Caprlca aadan. VS. auto. PS. PB. 
AMFM. raw Baa, good oondaon. 11500 or 
bM oftor CM S62-8O02 Mar 6 
Thuraan Manor Apalmart. 
Fuf, Carpatod. AT Condaonad 
CaDM TV. Fumtohad Efnctoncy I 
Laundry FuMHi ApptoMora tor 
Summar and FM al 461 Thuraan Ava 
Acroaa kom Ortortauar Towara 
383-6436 
2  badroom  apartmant.  on  Scott HaMton 
Summar FM rantok. Summar Ratoa! 
362-6822 
2 DaoYoom lumtohad apartmanta 
849 Soar. St. S480-mo. pka atoc 
362-8467 Barwaan 12-4pm 
I up lo 4 
BBS 
CM raw 372-6886 
In- 
ctoaato campua 
1979 Jaap CJ-7 
Maal iay good 
MB 1884818 
UnM. 304, VS. MBop 
WANTED: Famato. nonamokmg roommato to 
ahara 2 badrooa apt. Wal 2 MM tor 198647 
war. BG Aparknanto on Saoond St. CM 
37M648^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
HELP WANTED 
120CrxiaatolaBa^otorPuaauia >IMMH. 
Pnvato Coad Sunmar Camp m Pooono Mto., 
Pa.  Contort   Cayuga.  P.O.  Boi  234BQ, 
KarBworm. NJ. 07033 
(201) 2760106 
Attonaon Coaaga Skxtonta 
National company naada 16 ikjdanta tor rul 
Baa aunmar amptoymanl. Earn 82000-3,600 
-oaah actioBralapa- can work ki homatown. 
1980 Oatoll Suprama, apB t-aunrool. dakjto 
raarlor, whSa totar aaa on rMy whaato. 8600 
200 MB atorao 8 ipiBlira. Mush mora- 
■MBBM oondaon. Mua* aaa. 84,360. 
372-3231. 
1980 Mazda 828 6 apaad 
f/ooQ contNon. DGM OOM 
8744681 
1982 Suzuki. 081100E, 6,200 M. 
2 badroom lumtohad aparknanto. 
aaa Or*/ 
362-7464 
6 badrooaii houaa mm campua. 
FOR SUMMER 
362-6822 
821 E MERRY 2 bdrm torn 4 poraora. naa 
OBarmauar. Rnnnatli ratoa 2 uraa aval 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. 
364-2280 or 3624663 
82,360. OM 372 1884 or 332-0983 
Cafy 
2 bdrm apt tor 3-4 Mudanta 
1 bdrm houaa. 12 mo. toaaa atorong n May 
Phona 362-7386 
BEST OFFERS 
CM 382-3312 
kanaportoaon. appV m paraon, Friday Aprl 
13th a ona ol rha Icaowmg Imaa 1:00,2:00, 
3:00. 4:00: Canal Room Btooant Union, 
CA3MEH-OATE KEEPER ■ BlMOrM. fSSSJ 
poaaona opan a Portega Ouary kx raaponar- 
bto kidMouala wal akong maal BOB. Muat ba 
pnyaicaty aePra and a MWili avankiga and 
.ulianda Appry m paraon at 121 S. Man, 
Bowang Graan. AcoapSng appacaaona urM 
Aprl 26, 1888.  
Earn   8600-1200 
12000-8000 a moral! 
382-8611, aM tor Bah 
CRUKXSMPS: AJRUNE8. MRNOI 
Summar,  Caraar.  Ovaraaaal   Call  lor 
ilwaimAca 916-944-4444 
aid. 
Eam 62.0004.000  par mo.  M ana or 
8400400 par mo. part-Bma. CM tor haa imor- 
naaon 1-3814781. 
Canon A-1 wkh MA motor. Canon AE-l.28mm. 
60mmII 4,136nml2 8,2aoonv. Altar 8780 
O.B.O. Oraat tor photo naora or karatora. CM 
Vkioa M 2-1S72 or 2408S.  
Oxnptoto TECHMCS homa akarao ayatom 56 
wait amp.. dkjM knar. EO topa daok.. auto 
lumlMto wal cart. CO pay* 120 was 
waiaanda I oatanat CM 372-3486 
Smgto aaltod DA. Urtvaraky Approv- 
condaon.   S40.   Dorm   Sa» 
, 840 3724793  
Sato Ctothaa. amM lunaura, MM. 
unaorma. oomputor vkao oanaa, 
SOS Paillll Dr. Fri. 84. Sat. 84. 
LoBtarBMa 
sanad wood, 
UrWanaY 6 dorm approvad 8130 
372-4181. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apto.-H3uan Room. 
Sunmar Rantoa-3 mo. toa 
Phona 362-7366 
Cozy 2-paraon MSnaSBl Ctoaa to campua tap 
lutllill ma aunmar. Mtorc-wa.a nckxtod. 
CM 383-1410 tor 
For 
ad. 
i., 2 
Comar ol 6m I S Ccaaga. 
CM John Nawtova Raat Eatoto 
384-2260 
aaolincy lor Summar. Ctoaa to oam- 
I 3624219 
or boat oSar. CM 
part  Bra  or 
■ma.   CM   now! •*>■ 
rXIVERNMENT   JOBS.   818,040-869.230- 
y- 
Now Hkng CM 14064874000 E» R-9849 
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University authors' works 
showcased at bookstore 
Taking a browse through the University Bookstore, 
a person will see books pertaining to many subjects 
and written by various authors. And, although many 
of the authors' names may be unfamiliar, some names 
may hold some familiarity between their pages. 
According to John Buckenmeyer, director of the 
University Bookstore, there are currently at least 76 
titles found at the bookstore written by University 
professors, alumni or graduate students. 
"We feel, (that since) we are a part of the University, 
we should carry these books to help promote Bowling 
Green authors," Buckenmeyer said. 
The Bookstore began displaying these books in a 
"BG Author" display case in the front of the store 
seven years ago. Buckenmeyer said that the Bookstore 
used to keep the books within the section it pertained 
to — a math book in the math section, for example. 
Included in the case are such various titles as The 
Seven Mountains of Thomas Merlon by Michael Mott 
and Aerobic Dance: A Way to Fitness by Judy Kisselie 
and Karen Mazzeo. 
Buckenmeyer said they find out about a book by 
either the author or the author's sales representative. 
Sales success depends on the quality of promotion, 
he said. The book Ahierica's County Schools by 
Andrew Gulliford was successful in sales possibly due 
to a big local promotional campaign, he said. 
Other books — text books — are big sellers 
depending on the class size, he added jokingly. 
Friday/Dave Klelmeyer 
Many profs 
busy reading 
by Diane Dods 
Friday reporter 
A political science professor 
browsing through books of po- 
etry? An assistant professor of 
journalism reading trashy ro- 
mance novels? The images may 
seem unlikely, but University 
instructors do manage to find 
time for fun' reading when 
they're not busily perusing 
scholarly journals. 
Steven Ludd, associate profes- 
sor of political science explained 
that he 'makes' time to read 
because of the psychological re- 
lease it provides. He said he 
reads poetry and books on East- 
ern philosophy and religion in 
between watching basketball 
games on the weekends. 
Marilyn Friedman, assistant 
professor of philosophy, re- 
serves time for reading before 
she goes to sleep at night. She 
said there are different levels of 
pleasurable reading for her each 
with a different level of serious- 
ness. "If I want something ab- 
surd, I read Gothic romances, 
something interesting - Alice 
Walker. And if I want to get 
really depressed, I read some- 
thing dreadfully serious like The 
Nation news magazine," she 
said. 
An assistant professor of aero- 
technology, Henry Lehrer. said 
he always has at least two books 
going at once, although it may 
take him up to six months to 
complete them. "I just finished 
"Iacocca" and I'm in the middle 
of "The Brotherhood of War", a 
six-paperback series," he said. 
"I also try to read something 
related to my field so I get a real 
potpourri - part escapism, part 
sell-education." 
Paulette Fleming, assistant 
professor of art, said she reads 
the Bible in the morning and 
evening and also reads aloud 
with her 9-year-old daughter 
once a week. 
Some professors don't get 
away from their field of study 
when they leave the classroom. 
Larry Dunning, associate pro- 
fessor of computer science, said 
he enjoys reading books about 
people in computer science. 
Presently, he is reading the bi- 
ography of a computer designer 
and said he "would love to find a 
book on convolution codes for 
computer communication." 
Ruth Inglefield, professor of 
musical arts, also reads publica- 
tions related to her field, al- 
though they may not appear to 
be. She said books on sucfi topics 
as split-brain research help her 
understand how students learn. 
Inglefield added that she does 
not read dime store novels or 
detective stories. 
Stephen Vessey, professor of 
biology, said he hasn't had as 
much time for reading as he 
would like. "When I used to have 
time I'd read mystery novels, 
but in the past year the only 
book I've read for pleasure is 
Lake Wobegon Days," he said. 
"I guess fve gotten kind of 
dull?' 
a See Read, page 14. 
rof s getaway in the Adirondack wilderness 
j>y Trscey Batdorf 
' jriday staff reporter 
H When pressures and problems overwhelm us, 
ifhere is a desire to pack up and leave (Calson, 
:take me away) and just be alone. Somewhere 
'uninhabited, uncultivated and untouched - a se- 
rene haven. No such place, you say? Philip Terrie, 
assistant professor of English and American 
Studies at the University, discovered such a place, |the Adirondack region in New York State, and has 
;written about it in his book, Forever Wild: Envi- 
ronmental Aesthetics and the Adirondack Forest 
''Preserve. 
I "It (the book) is an intellectual, cultural history 
of American attitudes toward the wilderness 
focusing on a specific place," Terrie explained. 
Terrie explained that the Adirondack region, an 
area of six million acres west of Lake Champlain 
and north of the Mohawk River, is the largest, 
publically owned wilderness east of the Missis- 
sippi, and has been a popular recreational and 
vacation area for the last 150 years. 
1
 Terrie's love of the wilderness came from 
"playing in the woods," while growing up in 
Charleston, West Virginia. "The woods were so 
jeasily accessible," he said. Terrie said that he felt 
that this close proximity to the wilderness was an 
iadvantage. "nn just sorry my children don't 
lhave the same opportunity as I did." 
;• Terrie was first "introduced" to the Adiron- 
ijiacks while he worked in the region at a camp for 
! »ys from 1971-73. After graduation from George 
Washington University in Wasington, D.C., Terne 
rorked as an assistant curator of the Adirondack 
Museum, in Blue Mountain Lake, New York, 
where he did his primary research for his disser- 
tation on the Adirondack region. 
Forever Wild is an expanded and revised ver- 
sion of his thesis, Terrie said. "The subject is not 
only scholarly research, but it is a subject that is 
important to me, far beyond that of an academic 
interest," he said. 
Terrie said that this interest was part of several 
60s movements to "save the wilderness." "The 
Adirondacks fulfilled my back-to-nature, hippie 
attitude," Terrie said. 
However, Terrie explained that his idea of 
"anti-urbanism" would have been an obstacle 100 
years ago, because society was stirred by modern- 
ization and technology, and American civilization 
was beginning to be established. "People were 
shocked by the 'untamed,' such as swamps and 
thick woods," he said. 
As a self-proclaimed transcendentalist, Terrie 
said that he relieves his feelings are more in tune 
with those of today's society. "Now," he said, 
"there are many movements to protect and save 
the environment." 
His romantic feelings of viewing nature as 
spiritual and having an aesthetic quality are akin 
to those feelings of Henry David Thoreau, a 19th 
century writer of naturalism. "Thoreau is the 
American exponent of romantic traditionalism. 
He is truly a unique individual," he said. 
Terrie said that he is able to identify with the 
travel narratives that Thoreau authored, in that 
Thoreau was able to distinguish the difference 
between nature and wilderness. "Nature could be 
the grass that grows by the quad," he said. "But 
wilderness is untouched and left alone." 
O See Author, page 14. 
Friday/Dave Klelmeyer Philip Terrie 
The "BG Author" display at the University bookstore features works of more than 75 University writers. 
ts it fair for professors to require their books for their courses? 
Interviews by/Barb Syrmbollk 
Greg Thomas, senior MIS ma- 
or, Toledo: "No. Why should 
bey make an extra buck off of 
-ou?" 
Rebecca Wood, sophomore Rus- 
sian studies major. Bowling 
Green: "If they think it's the 
best book for the subject, I can 
see them using it; but I can see 
where it can be abused. But 
what can you do about It? 
Faith Karoos, sophomore el- 
ementary education major, Eu- 
clid: "Sometimes the profesors 
are not in control of the book 
they use. It is sometimes left up 
to the department heads." 
Deaana Wybe, freshman family 
services major, Euclid: "No. 
Half of the time you buy all those 
books and then you don't use 
them. It's an ego trip for the 
teacher." 
Elaine Gray, sophomore el- 
ementary education major, 
North Canton: "If they have you 
buy their books then it should 
help in their class. It must fulfill 
their requirements for the 
course." 
Friday/Peter Fettman 
Tbn Sastoa, freshman social 
studies education major, Young- 
stown: "Yes. They're teaching 
the course and if they want to 
use their own material that's 
fine. It's good to bring in many 
outside sources, though." 
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New music debuts 
by Amanda Stein 
Friday reporter 
You have your rock music. 
You have your classical mu- 
sk. And then you have your 
new music. 
New music, as defined by 
Blake Walter part-time fac- 
ulty at the College of Musical 
Arts, refers to music recently 
composed, usually within the 
last 10 years. 
The New Music Ensemble 
Concert, Tuesday (April 22) 
at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall, 
will feature two works from 
the 1980s and one composed in 
the 1940s. 
"Usually it's all very new 
music. But this time we're 
sticking with the twentieth 
century," he said. 
The concert features two 
guest composers whose 
works were commissioned 
(the composer was hired to 
write the piece) for Bowling 
Green faculty, Walter said. 
"Our first piece will be 
"Chamber Concerto IV For 
Saxophone and 10 Players" 
by Elliott Schwartz. It was 
commissioned by BGSU for 
the Second New Music Festi- 
val in the fall of 1981. John 
Sampen (professor in musi- 
cal arts, specializing in saxo- 
phone) will be the guest 
soloist," he said. 
Composer Schwartz, cur- 
rently a composer-in-resi- 
dence at Ohio State 
University, will be giving a 
composition seminar Tues- 
day (April 22) at 3:30p.m. 
Another piece on the pro- 
gram has been commissioned 
for Paul Hunt, professor in 
musical arts, specializing in 
trombone, who will be guest 
soloist. The work, entitled 
: of Gideon," was com- 
' in 1985 by Steve Rush. 
Vext week's performance 
will be the piece s world pre- 
miere. 
The third work the ensem- 
ble will play is a 1974 Igor 
Stravinsky piece, "Pulcinella 
Suite." 
The New Music Ensemble 
currently consists of about 35 
members, graduates as well 
as undergraduates. Walter, 
musical director and conduc- 
tor of the group, said that not 
everyone can appreciate new 
music but the tact that it is 
new is one of its assets. 
APARTMENTS 
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Sitting 'Pretty in Pink 
byKenZakd 
Friday reporter 
John Hughes' alert ear for the 
way contemporary teens think, 
feel and speak is again evident 
in Pretty In Pink, the latest 
effort from the writer-director 
responsible for recent contem- 
porary teenage comedies that 
honestly depict teens, neither 
condescending nor exploiting 
them (Sixteen Candles and The 
Breakfast Club). 
It's to John Hughes' credit 
that whenever I see one of his 
movies I find myself recalling 
all those confusing emotions and 
events from high school. Hind- 
sight is marred by time and 
(hopefully) growth, but Hughes' 
memories are always crystal- 
lized into contemporary situa- 
tions that are uncannily on the 
mark. 
Hughes measures time writ- 
ing screenplays in days and 
weeks rattier than months, 
which gives him large volume 
and a speedy output of success- 
ful Hollywood movies. These 
workaholic tendencies and pro- ject-juggling skills have con- 
vinced Hughes to employ others 
to direct some of his screen- 
plays, and first-timer Howard 
Deutch does an amiable (and 
undoubtedly Hughes-aided) job 
directing this sentimental tale 
written with Molly Ringwald 
specifically in mind. 
Strong-willed and determined 
Andie Walsh (Molly Ringwald) 
is literally on the other side of 
the tracks from her snobbish 
"Richie" schoolmates, but this 
doesn't stop her dreams of 
breaking the "have-nots" code 
and attending the high school 
senior prom. Her friends echo 
displeasure when she suggests 
the idea of going out with a 
Richie, yet she still entertains 
the idea. 
"I wonder what it's like in- 
side," ponders Andie, admiring 
a well-tended Richie home from 
her car. "I'm sure they don't 
think about how nice it is, like I 
do," she laments. 
Her best friend, fellow Have- 
not Duckie Dale (Jon Cryer), is 
uninterested - he's hyperacti- 
vely searching for a decent song 
to help him face his feelings for 
Andie and (elf her. "They just 
don't make good love songs any- 
more," rattles Duckie, helping 
his (always) frantically spoken 
words with a myriad of nervous 
hand gestures and mannerisms. 
Duckie and Iona (Annie Potts, 
the receptionist in Ghostbus- 
ters), the zany Trax record store 
manager and late 60's nostalgia 
freak, bookend the comedic re- 
lief in "Pretty In Pink," and 
their funny, well-timed perfor - 
ti! *■ • > What is an Exhibits Committee? 
That committee in charge of all sales & 
exhibits. 
That committee responsible for such sales 
as MONSTER-GRAMS, VAL-A-GRAMS, the 
ECUADOR SWEATER SALE and the ever 
popular SPRING BREAK SALE. 
That committee headed by the outgoing 
director of presidential stature SUE 
HERNER and her energetic exhibitors: 
Pam Smith, Ann Thomas. Patric Baker, 
Colleen Cavanaugh, Lisa Crodlc, Nancy 
Ellis, Joan Jackson, Michelle Koean, 
Mike Posoy, Erlka Rones, Chris Santo- 
relll, Mary Shaut, Janis Stlnewau, Car- 
rie Foltx, Matt Herner, Ayn Rutter, 
Tammi Bartlett, Ann Urso, and Kelly 
Selfert. 
HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND Everybody! 
Look for the . . . 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Tabloid 
Special Edition 
THE BG NEWS 
Featuring: 
• Camping • Outdoor concerts 
• Road trips within 3 hours • The "Ultimate" picnic 
• Ohio marathons • Black Swamp Bike Club 
• Fun along the Maumee River 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30 
Advertising Deadline: Thurs., April 24, 4 p.m. 
214 West Hall • 372-2601 
Molly Ringwald does not appreciate the comic put downs expressed by 
best friend Jon Cryer in Paramount Picture's romantic comedy, Pretty 
In Pink. (Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures) 
mances nearly steal the show. 
Duckie finds the right words in 
a heartfelt and stunning lip-syn- 
ced rendition of a classic Otis 
Redding tune in the record store 
as Andie and Iona look on. But 
Dudde's outpouring is ill-timed, 
as Andie's waitine for her date: 
Blane (Andrew McCarthy), a 
Richie whose honest feelings 
and emotions (rather than peer 
pressure) lead him to ask Andie 
out 
Pretty In Pink goes on to ex- 
amine the various pressures 
within themselves and from 
their friends. Duckie cant be- 
lieve she thinks Blane is sincere. 
Blane's best friend, an arrogant, 
manipulative slimeball named 
Steff (James Spader), urges 
Blane not to see Andie because 
he has (secretly) pursued her 
and   been   unequivocably   re- 
jected. 
The movie is enjoyable in a 
lighthearted, sedate manner, 
but its weakness lies in Blane's 
character. He doesn't seem sin- 
cere and worthy enough to win 
Andie by film's end; however, 
this might be a remnant of the 
filmmakers reshooting a hap- 
pier ending after test audiencM 
disapproved of the one origi- 
nally intended. { 
Despite any shortcomings, 
Pretty In Pink soars miles ov<*r 
most of the obnoxious brat r 
ies proliferating the theafc 
during summer. John Hu 
teenage tales manage to I 
simple, humorous, and U, 
and he may have started a < 
towards more thoughtful_(a 
honestly funny) teenpics. 7 
In Pink is another succ 
movie in the Hughes Teen Gen»e 
Series - enjoy it while it's hip.-; 
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Couple founds successful printing press 
rig Pattl Boergci 'riday reporter 
What began in 1967 as a Uti- 
lity funded printing press is 
...' a self-Buppporting press. 
The Popular Press in the Pop- 
liar Culture building publishes 
I books in the fields of popular 
' culture folk culture and 
• material culture (anything you 
.•can actually feel and see). 
Currently, the press has 150 
'books in print and has published 
,   165 different books from authors 
across the United States. 
The press also publishes seven 
including  "Clues:   A ■.Journal of Detection,"  "The 
! Journal of Canadian Culture," 
"Popular Music and Society" 
and "The Journal of Popular 
Culture." 
An international group of au- 
thors from countries such as 
Africa, New Zealand and China 
submit articles for the many 
Journals which are printed four 
times a year. 
Pat Browne. Managing Edi- 
tor, said her husband, Ray (a 
professor of popular culture at 
the University), founded the 
press because "he felt a need to 
print a Journal of Popular Cul- 
ture (their first publication) be- 
cause there was no other place 
available to publish the popular 
culture research from different 
colleges." 
The Brownes moved to the 
University from Purdue when 
the English department here 
agreed to fund the press. 
The University gave the 
Brownes MOOD a year for several 
years until "The Journal of Pop- 
ular Culture" had enough sub- 
scribers to fund the press, 
Browne said. 
The Journal currently has 3,- 
300 subscribers and is published 
four times a year. 
The Brownes never have trou- 
ble finding articles for the jour- 
nals. "We have so much 
material because so many 
manuscripts are submitted for 
"We don't lose any money, we make 
enough to operate and expand. We keep 
reinvesting the profits to publish new 
material.' 
— Pat Browne 
publication," she said. 
In addition to the journals, the 
Popular Press prints many 
books. The press publishes over 
20 popular culture texts a year 
for use in introductory Popular 
classes. 
"The Popular Culture 
Reader," an introductory popu- 
lar culture textbook, is the best- 
seller of the textbooks and is 
used throughout the United 
States for college freshman and 
sophomore classes. 
"A high school in Illinois even 
uses the Reader," Browne said. 
The press has published books 
on theatrical films, the last sur- 
vivors of the Civil War in each of 
the warring states, a history of 
sewing machines and how they 
changed the role of women in 
America and stereotypes of Ara- 
bians in television. A book on 
Canadian Folk Culture by Ca- 
nadian authors will be published 
in the future. 
"We shipped 2000 copies of 
"TV Arab', about the stereotypes 
of Arabs in television to the 
United Arab Emirates and have 
sold over 8000 copies world- 
wide," Browne said. 
The typesetting for the books 
and journals is done in the Popu- 
lar Culture building by about 
ten salaried student employees 
and four full-time employees. 
Then the material usually is sent 
to printing firms in Ann Arbor, 
Mich, or Defiance, Ohio. 
Despite the current success of 
the press, it has published a few 
bombs. "The least amount of 
books we have sold was 500 
copies," she said. "My guess 
was not good on those books." 
To avoid losing too much 
money, the press has small 
press runs on books and if they 
sell, more are printed and if not 
"then we haven't lost too much 
money," she said. 
"We don't lose any money, we 
make enough to operate and 
expand," she said. "We keep 
reinvesting the profits to publisn 
new material." 
In deciding on what books to 
publish, "I ask myself would the 
material be useful as a college 
textbook or as a reference book 
in a college library because our 
main sales are to university 
bookstores," Browne said. 'I 
also ask myself if it is well-writ- 
ten and if it is original re- 
search." 
To determine if the research is 
original, Browne sends the 
manuscript to a knowledgeable 
person. "I have contacts all over 
the U.S. and send a copy to 
someone who will know u the 
manuscript is original 
material," she said. 
The bestseller is "Six Gun 
Mystique" by John Cowlti, a 
theoretical book on formula fic- 
tion printed in 1971 and was 
revised over a year ago. Over 
2000 copies have been sold, 
Browne said. 
THE 
STUDENT 
RECREATION 
CENTER 
is looking for a few good 
Summer Lifeguards & 
Swimming Instructors 
Interested? Call 372-7477 
Give your 
right hand 
a big hand. 
Send the FTD® 
Secretaries Week 
Bud Vase. 
Secretaries Week 
starts April 21. 
Call or visit us today. 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farm 
Monday & Thursday 
Tues. - Wed. - Fri. 
Sat.       8:00-4:00 
906 Napoleon 
353-8381 
8:00-8:00 
8:00-5:30 
Closed Sunday 
*H»y**wJlrK)»m1njl FTD* 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
i KEEP COOL FOR THE SUMMER 
'•Free Air Conditioning 
{•Two Pools 
l {•All utllitios payed for 
j all  new  summer  only 
■ leases 
Summer Rates ^—^ ^ 
1 Bedroom $200.00/month 
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath        $275.00/month 
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths      $300.00/month 
Locations at Palmar Ava., Napoleon Rd.. S. Summit St. 
• Hoot, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included 
• On site management 
• Full-time maintenance 
• Swimming pools at all locations 
"New for Fall 86 
FREE STUDENT EXPRESS TOKENS 
PROVIDED FOR TENNANTS 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 
9-6 Weekdays, Saturdays 10-3 
evenings by appointment 
Managers: Bill & Debt Bruce 
INVENTORY 
BLOWOUT l1' 
128 N. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN 
si/' 
EVERYTHING 
IN STOCK 
SLASHED! 
CBS 5 
-.>'-• 
v
  SAD 
PROM 
E 
JSI 
w5.97 
Plus Hundreds 01 Others 
BANGLES    - 
DIFFERENT LIGHT 
■ i '!,!« 
?a?°» 
ONLY , 
Plus Hundreds 01 Others 
IHERRELLE IIK.II HllOHin   » 
ONLY 
Plus Hundreds Ot Others 
TWCOmUOSHOW 
tSmtfiSSu    ~ 
ONLY**     gjj 
Plut Hundredt 01 Others 
ONLY 
Plus Hundreds 01 Others 
ONLY 
Plus Hundreds 01 Others 
THE BEST SOUND! THE BIGGEST SELECTION! 
COME IN AND ASK FOR CBS COMPACT DISCS. 
THOUSANDS ON SALE 
STARTING AT 12."! 
Now Thru Sunday! 
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Unloading unwanted books 
by Chricttnc Turner 
Friday reporter 
College text books have an 
unusualquality. When books are 
purchased, the student is con- 
vinced by both professors and 
book store proprietors alike that 
the books are absolutely indes- 
pensible and worth their steep 
prices. 
'However, once in the hands of 
the students, the books lose their 
worth. If a $25 book is repur- 
chased by the bookstore, it will 
barely net the seller enough 
money for a Big Mac, shake and 
fries. Still more books enter a 
"Twilight Zone" where they 
aren't even worth the paper they 
are printed on. 
For those who are faced with a 
stack of books which even SBX 
won't buy, a sampling of alter- 
natives follows: 
• Beg a book wholesaler to buy 
it from you. A book wholesaler 
usually sets up in the Forum of 
the Student Services Building 
during the last week of the se- 
mester. He generally offers 
even less money than the area 
book stores, but you can unload 
the books. 
• Try to sell it to Pauper's 
Used Paper Backs, 206 N. Main 
St. They usually don't buy text 
books, but they may buy smaller 
trade books which are often sup- 
plemental reading for class. 
• Sell it to a college bookstore 
in another town. This strategy 
works well at other colleges 
which are on the quarter system 
instead of semesters as they 
won't be buying back books untfl 
late May or early June. Some 
bookstores require a student ID 
in order to sell back books, so 
enlist a friend's help at another 
university. 
• Sell it to a freshman. This is 
one of the most unethical ways 
to unload unwanted books, but 
common nevertheless. One se- 
nior claims that she only did it 
because she thought the book 
might be used again, yet she 
AAeadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
1           Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 1 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8* and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
smiled deviously when saying 
so. 
• Use it as a doorstop. The size 
and weight of many text books 
make them ideal for this func- 
tion, similar functions include 
up unlevel furniture 
[flies. 
• Compile them for a bonfire. 
In the tradition of book- 
censorship bonfires, organize a 
Take-theae-books-end-burn-the- 
m party for summer fun. 
• Save them for building 
materials. With saved books and 
epoxy glue, the possibilities are 
endless. Doctorate students may 
be able to add on a room to their 
homes with their large supply. 
• Use them to fight next se- 
mester's frustration. Most col- 
lege students reach a point in 
every semester when they would 
like to destroy their books and 
forget about classes for awhile. 
Saved, useless books will allow 
you the pleasure of 
text to shreds without 
the books you really need. 
• Wad up pages for insulation. 
Some off-campus apartments 
are not well insulated against 
the Bowling Green wind, so tear 
out pages to stuff the cracks and 
crevices around windows and 
doors. This also works well in 
the Offenhauer Towers, where 
wind whistles through the''per- 
manently sealed" windows. 
• Give them to younger rela- 
tives for Christmas. Many chil- 
dren enjoy playing "school" and 
this present leaves your wallet 
untouched. 
• Make a dartboard from the 
covers of the books. Place your 
least favorite text in the center 
for "Bullseye" and more read- 
able books near the outside 
where the point value is leas. 
This multi-colored wall hanging 
is an attractive addition to any 
apartment while allowing you to 
vent frustration. 
• Leave them in the trunk of 
your car as a bad weather pre- 
caution. The added weight will 
save your car from fishtailing on 
icy roads. Also, if you become 
stuck in snow or mud, books can 
be placed behind the rear wheels 
for added traction. 
These suggestions are Just a 
few of the possible uses for unse- 
lable textbooks. If worst comes 
to worst, textbooks can always 
be used for future reference or 
to decorate a bare bookshelf, but 
these are last resorts. With a 
little ingenuity, students might 
accomplish a lot with this re- 
source. 
O^oicCX ******************** 
(AP)The following are Bill- 
board's hot record hits as 
they appear in next week's 
Issue ol Billboard magazine. 
Copyright INS, Billboard 
Publications, Inc. Reprinted 
with permission. 
HOTSENGLES 
l."Kiss" Prince k The Rev- 
olution 
2. "Addicted to Love" Rob- 
ert Palmer 
3."West  End  Girls"   Pet 
Shop Boys 
4.*'Manic   Monday"   Ban- 
•••■•■• 
The Bowling Green Chapter of the 
SOCIETY FOR TECHNICAL COMMUNTCATTON 
announces its 
SPRING 60NFERENCE 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•■—■■■>■•■— 
Saturday, April 19,1986      9-4:30 p.m. 
in the College Union 
This year's topic is Freelancing. 
Any and all interested students and profession- 
als in the Held of technical communication are 
encouraged to attend. 
5."Why Cant This Be 
Love" Van Halen 
6."Harlem Shuffle" The 
Rolling Stones 
7."Rock Me Amadeus" 
Falco 
8. "What Have You Done 
For Me Lately" Janet Jack- 
9."Your Love" The Outfield 
10. "Take Me Home" Phil 
Collins 
TOPLP'S 
1.-5150" Van Halen 
2. "Whitney Houston" Whit- 
ney HBSJBWI 
i"Falco3"Falco 
4. "Heart" Heart 
5."Dhty Work" The Rolling 
Stones 
6."Parade" Prince 4 The 
Revolution 
7." 'Pretty in Pink' Sound- 
track" 
•."Promise" Sade 
9."Like a Rock" Bob Seger 
4 The Silver Bullet Band 
U.'Tbe Ultimate Sin" Orzy 
Osbourne 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
l."Now and Forever" Anne 
Murray 
2. "Once in a Blue Moon" 
Earl Thomas Conley 
S."Feelin' the Feelin" The 
Bellamy Bros. 
4."Grandpa" The Judds 
5"I Had a Beautiful Time- 
Merle Haggard 
•."Ain't MUbehavin'" 
Hank Williams Jr. 
7."Easy to Please" Janie 
Fricke 
•."Working Without a Net" 
Waylon Jennings 
9."Tomb of the Unknown 
Love" Kenny Rogers 
10."One Love at a Time" 
Tanya Tucker 
ADULT CONTEMPO- 
RARY SINGLES 
l.'-Greatest Love of AH" 
Whitney Houston 
l"Take Me Home" Phil 
Collins 
3."Tender Love" Force 
M.D.'s 
4."OverJoyed" Stevie Won- 
der 
S."I Think It's Love" Jer- 
maine Jackson 
6."So Far Away" Dire 
Straits 
7. "Secret Lovers" Atlantic 
Starr 
•."These Dreams" Heart 
9. "Whisper in the Dark" 
Dionne Warwick 
10."Manlc Monday" Ban- 
gles 
wmMMmmmmmmm 
NEW LOCATION 
Monday, April 12th 
EYE SURGEONS OF FINDLAY INC. 
Paul F. Armstrong M.D. 
Jack G.G. Hendcrshot Jr. M.D. 
1920 South Main St, Flndlay, Ohio 
Apple puts the 
fim rack into student 
demonstrations. 
All you have to do is march 
yourself down to your campus 
microcomputer center before May 
15th and spend five fun-packed 
minutes letting us demonstrate how 
a Macintosh™ computer can make 
life much more pleasant for you. 
In return, well enter your name 
into a drawing where one very 
lucky person on campus will win the 
grand prize of five hundred dollars. 
That's $500. Cash. American. To 
spend on your education, or some- 
thing really worthwhile. 
And, for those of you with the 
average amount of luck, there are 
free Apple* painters caps for every- 
one who comes in and learns how 
a Macintosh can help 
you work better, faster, 
and smarter. 
It's one demonstra- 
tion that could 
change your life. ^ 
iwHupmntKkin IkibitJrrklmlbfiimlHTif'enlnBalaktkXMai allpnzakrllbtMurMUMtffKekvitmobtMmlkimtilgtelfalilmxil 
mrtn l> Gar, H H,T>±t, ki.u*,, h„   llsW«IVummulli^Bwd^tni(mQim^(xmi^lK^aml^^k^>mT 
rrg*ml trackmen* (>/A(l*CxmpUr'lm SkV^isana4mat<1SklHlo*Ui*r^ln<<mdtbtlntkadk**tQmpimmm>lm*Mk 
mmUkmnkrimtpmrnlmtaiifitircnlir 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7/13, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
LATE NIGHT WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Buy the sice or buy the pie. 
Between 11 p.m.-3 a.m. buy 
2 slices and get the 
3- Slice FREE!' 
Dining room open until 2a.m., 
Drive thru until 3 a.m. 
Join Us for Happy Hours 
Thursday and Friday, 5-9 p.m. 
Free Delivery from 5 until close 
Rocky^SV Rococo 
176 E Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH '(of equal or less value)       352*4600 
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Periodicals originate in BG 
by Wendy Dovy 
Friday reporter 
Overwhelmed with the 
•mount of projects to do, pa- 
pen to write and exami to 
study tor, student* may won- 
der how their prof eators are 
Action, poetry, aatayi and 
criticism, it is an mteraa- 
the 
But besides preparing for 
the end of the year, many 
instructors are Involved with 
projects outside of their 
classes. Some of these outside 
interests Include scholarly 
Journals and magazines. 
Tneae publications often 
(teal with the specific field of 
study in which professors and 
their departments are in- 
volved. 
For example, the Popular 
Culture Department pub- 
Ushes several Journals, three 
of which are the Journal of 
Popular Culture, the Journal 
of Popular Film and Tele- 
vision and due: A Journal at 
Detection. 
Some departments produce 
their own eflMii publication. 
The Mid-American Review, 
published twice a year, is the 
official publication of the En- 
glish department. Containing 
associate  profaaaor  of  En- 
glish said. 
"We have accepted submis- 
sions from all the state*, plus 
countrte* such aa Canada, of 
course, and England," Early 
said, lie added that the sub- 
sTUaMlOfal   ITHIsft   DC  uim  P*"^ 
feaalonal writers. 
According to Early, toe 
staff of the Mid-American 
Review follows the policy of 
not airtfrting submissions of 
fiction, snort stories or poetry 
from anyone enrolled in the 
University Engliah or crea- 
tive writing department. 
However, an esaay, crit- 
idam, book review or transla- 
tion written by someone who 
is distinguished in a spedal- 
ized area can be accepted 
regardlea* of whether or not 
he la from the Univeriety. 
Not all publications involv- 
ing University profeaaors are 
put out by their departments, 
however. Newt Photogra- 
pher, edited by James Gor- 
don, prof eaaor of Journalism, 
la not connected with the 
School of Mas* Communica- 
tion. Inatead, it U the official 
wsbMcation of the National 
Pre** Photographers Asso- 
ciation, Inc. 
The aixth editor of the 40 
year-old monthly publication, 
Gordon was the Hrat educator 
to supervise its production 
when he put out bis first issue 
in January of 191%. 
"There was an opening 
when one of the editors re- 
signed in 1*74," he said. "I 
was invited to apply but I 
didnt get the JobTln 1977, 
however, the posiation waa 
open again, and when he ap- 
plied, he was hired. 
Gordon sometimes contrib- 
utes article*, but much of the 
material Is submitted. And 
although many of the articles 
come to him from other parts 
of the counfry. sometimes 
University professors from 
the School of Mass Commu- 
nication contribute some 
work, too. ■Sometimes a professor miy 
be on Us own when it comes 
to editing a publication. Rob- 
ert Graves, prof eaaor of bi- s s 
ological sciences, ia one of 
three editors of Ctdndela, a 
quarterly scientific publica- 
tion that concentrates on the 
Ciclndehdae, more com- 
monly known as the tiger 
beetle. The other two editors 
are from Ontario and Kansas. 
"I'm the only one (in the 
department) interested in 
this group of insects," said 
Graves who mentioned that 
the other faculty members 
may specialise in another 
field of interest. 
"The bisects are such a 
large group, and there are so 
many species, that it is possi- 
ble to have a publication con- 
centrating on Just one 
group," he said, citing an- 
other specialized insect mag- 
azine, Mosquito News. 
According to Graves, Cicin- 
dela was started in 1989 after 
he and several other people 
interested in the tiger beetle 
had been corresponding for 
sometime. 
"We thought that there 
would be other people inter- 
ested in a publication about 
tiger beetles and we were 
right," said Graves, who be- 
lieves that the subeciption 
membership includes about 
several hundred people from 
around the world. 
Publishing's annual 
Pulitzers awarded 
NEW YORK (AP) - Winners 
to each category of the 1996 
Pulitier Prizes were: 
JOURNALISM: 
•Public Service - The Denver 
Post 
•General News Reporting - 
Edna Buchanan of Toe Miami 
Herald 
•Investigative Reporting -Jef- 
frey A. Marx and Michael M. 
York of the Lexington (Ky.) 
Herald-Leader. 
•Explanatory Journalism - 
The New York Times staff. 
•Specialized Reporting - An- 
drew Schneider and Mary Pat 
Flaherty of The Pittsburgh 
Press. 
•National Reporting - Craig 
Flournoy and George Rodrigue 
of The Dallas Morning News and 
Arthur Howe of The Philadel- 
phia Inquirer. 
•International Reporting - Le- 
wis M. Simons, Pete Carey and 
Katharine Ellison of the San 
Jose (Calif.) Mercury News. 
•Feature Writing - John Camp 
of the Sf. Paul Pioneer Press 
and Dispatch. 
•Commentary - Jimmy Bres- 
lin of the New York Daily News. 
•Criticism - Donal J. Henahan 
of The New York Times. 
•Editorial Writing - Jack Ful- 
ler of the Chicago Tribune. 
•Editorial Cartooning - Jules 
Felffer of the (New York) Vil- 
lage Voice. 
•Spot News Photography - 
Carol Guzy and Michel duCille 
of The Miami Herald. 
•Feature Photography - Tom 
Gralish of The Philadelphia In- 
quirer. 
ARTS: 
•Fiction - Lonesome Dove, by 
Larry McMurtry. 
•Drama - no award. 
•History -... the Heavens and 
the Earth: A Political History of 
the Space Age, by Walter A. 
McDougall. 
•Biography - Louise Bogan: A 
Portrait by Elizabeth Frank. 
•Poetry - "The Flying 
Change," by Henry Taylor. 
•General non-fiction - Move 
Your Shadow, by Joseph Lely- 
veld and Common Ground, by J. 
Anthony Lukas. 
•Music - Wind Quintet IV, by 
George Perle. 
m^^^^^^^^^ff^>f^^?;^^^^!^ 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone   352-9378 
833 High St. — Rental Office 
located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00-4:30 
Housing Openings for Summer 4 Fall 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th 8 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Special Fsaturss 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which hat 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Wh i r I poo I • Sun lamp* • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metoi Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Feature)* 
2 bedroom — carpeted t furnished 
Gas heat — oat cooking 
(Landlord pays got) 
Laundry area* In each building 
Retidentt pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
1% bath 
•ABA* AgA»AgA«A2A»AgA*AgA»AgA»AEA»AgA»AgA»AgA»AgA»AgA»AgA »A2A 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Formal 1986 
Lisa & Steve 
Kim & Steve 
Cheryl & Ted 
Terry & John 
Sue & Tony 
Erin & Jeff 
Kathy & Todd 
Michelle & Rick 
Suzie & T.R. 
Missy & Fred 
Kelly & Ric 
Amy & Craig 
Laurie & John 
Julie & Brad 
Brigette & John 
Cindy & Bud 
Sara & Grant 
Gina & Darin 
Kelly & Gus 
Tracey & Bryan 
Bubbly & Craig 
Susan & Brian 
Pam & Steve 
Shelly & Ron 
Amy & Dan 
Pam & Mike 
Barb A Bob 
Laurie & Mickey 
Stacy & Jim 
Kelli & Steve 
Laurie & Karl 
Michelle & Danny 
Teenie & Scott 
Julie & Simo 
Joy & Chad 
Jenni & Ric 
Patty & Vince 
Amanda & Rich 
Karen & Scott 
Kathi & Rich 
Julie & Mark 
Evette & Jeff 
Amy & Chris 
Cecilia & Mike 
Nancy & Jim 
Beth & Rob 
Nicole & Tim 
Mary & Dan 
Kelli & Jamie 
Peggy & Rich 
Patty & Bill 
Laura & Rod 
Jami A Dave 
Marilee & Kerry 
Libby & Gary 
Mary Kay & Ray 
Kathy & Jeff 
Joy & Jeff 
Wendy & Mark 
Teresa & Mike 
»A8A«AgA»AgA»AgA»ASA*ASA»AgA»ASA»AgA»AgA»AgA»ASA «AgA»AgA»AgA 
The KEY 
To Winning 
Order your 1986 Yearbook 
and you automatically qualify to win: 
1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle 
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G. 
2nd Prize: 
$100.°° 
'    Gift Certificate 
At Finder's Records & Tapes | 
128 N. Main, B.G. 
3rd Prize: 
$25.°° 
Gift Certificate 
at Aspen Grill & Cafe 
107 State St., B.G. 
• DRAWING: Wed., April 30, 5 p.m. • 
ORDER NOW at the KEY Office *   OR BG News Office 
28 West Han  1:304:30 p.m. M-F 214 Wen Hall 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F| 
or call 372-8086 or call 372-2601 
-0R- 
iMail the coupon below to 28 West Hall and be entered automatically! 
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER — 
"ciili)l^Tf770 Yeirt winTuaf 
Nam*  
•oe.4ec.No 
Hep osMraM Me TSti mwtonmy ■*> a apeeaV. OS- 
iiimnt IIIWISI etWen ot me 1888 KEY. Capture not only 
Its year but 75 years oi orowfi 
0 Order Your fpa 
1986 KEY Now! 
SKOAL 7IU. araUHURY PMCEII 
ONLY $16.95 
OIUBE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook 
when It arrives In September, 1S88 
Plian be my bursar account 
D I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my 
yearbook. Please bfl my buraar account en 
additional t3 " meing charge and send 
my yearbook to: 
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Art class sculpts 75- foot 
saxophone from pipes 
byJIUMonoc 
Friday reporter 
The students in the College 
of Musical Arts are getting a 
little taste of a different kind 
of culture - the music build- 
ing's courtyard is now the 
temporary home of an origi- 
nal, modem piece of art. 
Tracy Ruhlin, art instruc- 
tor, said the artwork was 
created by her Art 112- 
Three-dimensional Founda- 
tions class. She said the stu- 
dents created many models 
for their artwork and then 
voted on which piece to build. 
The final piece displayed in 
the courtyard was a combina- 
tion of two models. 
The class's piece is com- 
posed of six black and six 
white 75-foot drainage tiles. 
Ruhlin said the material for 
the art seemed appropriate 
for this area because the tiles 
are the same type farmers 
use to drain their fields. 
Her 21 students erected the 
piece Tuesday in one and a half 
hours, she said. 
The piece is entitled "Ya- 
kety Sax" and partly resem- 
bles a figure playing a 
saxophone. 
The tiles drape over the 
music building's second-floor 
balcony, loop together in the 
middle giving an impression 
of a saxophone's keys and 
then bell out at the bottom, 
she said. 
"It also shows music com- 
ing forth from a sax since it is 
narrow at its start in the 
balcony, widens out at the 
bottom and spreads across 
the courtyard,   Ruhlin said. 
"But the piece is mostly 
Just a work showing line, 
orm,   symmetry  and  con- 
trast," she said. 
The art work will be exhib- 
ited through April 23. 
Friday/Peter Fellman 
Kris Hepperly, freshmen 
art education major, sup- 
ports a loop of drainage 
tile while Colleen Longs 
treet, sophomore art major, 
checks to see that it is 
forming a proper pattern. 
Author — ■ 
^SlSSZSSlk . source of splrttual "FOKVeT jW/Uis ID 
meaning "In the absence of conventional sources     expanded and revised version Of 
'^wilderness is a place where I make my     hxS thesis. 'The Subject is not 
reiigto««coimections - a place to go to church/'   only scholarly research, but it is 
Terrie said be escapes to the wilderness of the 
Adirondacks every summer with his family to his 
cabin, which is five miles from the nearest road 
and town. "It's a place to spend intense, quality 
time with my family," be said. "We spend seven 
weeks without electricity. 
"While I'm there, I don't worry about not having 
it," he added. 
He explained that bottled propane is trans- 
Kled by boat across the lake, for the hot water 
ter and refrigerator. Terrie said that the only 
contact with the outside world is a battery-oper- 
ated radio. "We do have indoor plumbing," Terrie 
said, but quickly added, "but the shower faucet is 
Terrie said that he has used the water from the 
lake for drinking, but lately add rain has been a 
serious problem in the Adirondack area. "It 
breaks my heart to see it happening," he said. 
Every spring, he said be ventures to the Adiron- 
dacks alone. ^'While I'm there, it's a time of 
endless labor." Terrie explained that he cuts 
firewood, builds with hand-tools and works around 
the camp. "I'm always puttering around," he 
said. Terrie said he also reads and goes on hikes. 
Most would think it would be an adjustment to 
live without our television soap operas and our 
a subject that is important to 
me, far beyond that of an 
academic interest.' " 
— Philip Terrie 
electric blow-dryers, but Terrie said he believes 
the opposite. "It's hard to adjust coming back 
here tothe everyday trivialities of life," he said. 
Terrie explained that the Adirondack region is 
intermixed with state land and private holdings. 
In 1885, the Adirondack Forest Preserve was set 
aside by New York and the MM New York State 
Constitution declared the Forest Preserve would 
be kept "forever wild." Private land can be 
developed to a certain extent, he said. 
A copy of this constitution, along with a map of 
the Adirondack Park and pictures of his cabin, are 
a part of the "Adirondack Shrine" on Terrie's 
office wall. 
Terrie thoughtfully describes the Adirondacks. 
"It's a place of great natural beauty and wilder- 
ness that is bard to find in the eastern United 
States. It's a retreat from the trivia and distrac- 
tion of civilization," be said. 
Terrie is currently working on a book about the 
history of attitudes toward wildlife in the Adiron- 
dacks. 
THINK SPRING! 
WORSHIP WITH US THIS SUNDA Y. 
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
1506 E. Wooster Street — just east of Wendy's 
9:30 and 11:00 a.m. 
Message by Dr. Robert Sinks: 
"Responsible Sexuality in an Un-Buttoned Age" 
□L* American Heart Association 
Purchase) any 12" or 16" 
Superb cheese pizza only... 
$il99 4 
Additional Items $1*> 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
Read  
□ Continued from page 9. 
A sociology professor said al- 
though she reads a lot, it's 
usually for her profession. "It 
sounds anti-intellectual, but af- 
ter reading so much, I'd rather 
space out and watch TV for 
pleasure," Peggy Giordana ex- 
plained. When she reads at 
home, it's usually her cook- 
books, she sakL 
One instructor said she does 
not read for fun at all during the 
school year. Karen Gould, asso- 
ciate professor of romance lan- 
guages, said during summers 
she reads contemporary fiction 
by North American women. 
An assistant professor of pop- 
ular culture explained his di- 
lemma in finding books to read 
for pleasure, "what other peo- 
ple read for fun Is what I read 
for work," Christopher Geist 
said. To get away from his sub- 
ject matter, Geist reads history 
books and scholarly works in 
other disciplines. He's currently 
reading "Why the South Lost the 
CrrilWar." 
President Paul Olscamp said 
he enjoys spy novels and detec- 
tive mysteries and is reading 
'•The Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire" for the third 
time. 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Comer of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
'Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
•*nst dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
»ln house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough   Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2   Sat 
RMRMB, OSSIO - Cwnee   I4lfti*«7-iff)i4 
JOB   MCINT Yfll 
nil w«——-TO* >T 
■own.i— OSfiN   OH*Q 4MOt 
"It    I4»»l   M4-SJOOS 
One Of The Nation's 
Leading Employers Is 
Now Interviewing 
On Campus. 
One of the largest employers in the U.S. is accepting applications 
and scheduling appointments 
for interviews. The Depart- 
ment of the Navy is 
offering management 
opportunities in 
electronics, engineer- 
ing, nuclear propulsion, 
systems analysis and 
other vital fields. 
These positions provide strong 
technical and general management 
training, rapid professional growth and 
immediate executive responsibility. 
To apply, you must be no more than 28 years old, have a BS or 
BA, pass aptitude and physical examinations, and qualify for 
security clearance. U.S. citizenship is required. 
To make an appointment for an interview, sign up at your Career 
Placement Office, or call: (216) 676-0490 
A Naval Officer will be on campus April 21-22, 1986 
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r THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
"Printing means Quality" 
Complete Typesetting Service 
Professional work at reasonable prices. 
- Experienced staff to assist you. 
* Serving the area for over 8 years. 
Hours: 0:30 - 5:30 Mon-Fri 
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My   I1B73I Donna Weavat   ujo 
■ ICCmnOMlCS USA SPE- 
CIAL EDITION AMERICA S 
EMBATTLED ECONOMY 
Journatai     Dpnd     Schoumachar 
POCao PM U S   Oovar rvnant | ipM 
at rrujrujgavg PM nahonM econo- 
my   Arcbnrpl  Mm  and  ntttVMIt 
—tn Modvtg acenoman dwotrete 
pokoao hom th* 30t mrough tho 
60* (Pen I of 21 
0    MOVIf    •*•      Poti 
BUnk    119*71 Lea Ma-wn   Angw 
OiCkayoon 
• ZIMBABWE THf NEW 
STAUGGLf That eaamnahon ol 
toca*   and pobbca)   apMtarma- 
ion* errrtvn Zanbabna   anca -t. 
19*0 rrMpindjnci bom PAodp- 
P* »ocu*ee on tho problems of 
mooarnaabon ond rho revrwtj of 
CuRurM Podrbon* Q 
3:30 
• • POA GOLF SooPetao 
rNrnoa* Cloooc hna) round kya 
hom rtPton Hood loMnd S C 
(TMO MOV* *ft«, Tho 
Buddy System Htlli Rcnard 
Orayfuoe  Suaan Sarandon 
4O0 
■ SPORTSWORLO Schad- 
uMd Suparaura Comeat>taw< 
chamc-onahfo round at oavan 
•vantt hom Mtam. Saach 
(Topadl 
I WONDER WOMAN 
I STAR TAIK 
SHAKESPEARE     HOUR 
K«^|    tppj        'Man    .n   by    '*w. 
protesiation. ui •** loyan. ang 
laa iMaheei "...»-■ abOMMea 
iw. mrone ano ckoowns Coroaka 
Qaoucasw . *evv—at. ton i>... 
turn *>io oahsi "g -.» rva> warns 
iota rum iPai 1 0>4i 
IISPNI MARK SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
B 30 
iCBS NEWS 
HOTLINE 
NSC NEWS 
VICTORY GARDEN T-en* 
oi M't-ng     ijmaiu     and     papp* 
pants     toanng   .ucumbait   and 
toutan   wvkKarnng m* . .,-u 
ton iMatt i garden  aw*tto*a* 
cwo  Ticaxa Gar (tan,  -  Mam. 
•M 
BBPNI BPORTSCflNTER 
7 00 
IBM BO MINUTE S 
STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS    D-is-jn    SammruN 
Inai iStaring trme a lenietivai 
• PUNKV BAEWSTEA 
Whan -jn, racamaa ■ D - gaog- 
F*pn» MM and Aban oaodt to 
cnaet on me noil eaam m sMrao 
Mi 3 
• DISNEY SUNDAY MOV 
B> Mi Boogody Mambwi of a 
practica aakapMyvg •emay »a 
otwnnad io Morn mat maa houaa 
may be rutuntad Stars John Aata* 
and P-cherd Moout  Q 
• SHAKE SPT ARE HOUR 
KetgLaer    > <nrbng ata mm both 
No apuah<«i urtooarPtM Lear 
Root io ma boom .m*. M meats 
(doar no. oHgu-sao a. i twoua. 
(Port 2 0< 41 
• AT TMf MOVkES Srheo 
lAtd ■-. —. Lagpnp Horn 
Otaoi   Tim Cunyi      W.w Guy* 
• Joa Pacopo  Dorm, OoVrtol     Ai 
ClOOe   Manga        Swan Panr,    Chra)    ■ 
lopher Wabani 
• FAME   When   Mortnch  an 
karcat   in<t ryM* rJu.-.g mo 1Mb 
day season no t mvtad by CMMI 
-at vw.t i mat change n.. 
Soooga *. nay*  m aiereo 
• ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
730 
• FATHERS ANO SONS 
Soon «a* io preyemi h.* (ether 
hom genmg a Omorce  IRl 
• LORNI ORIINf S NEW 
WILDERNESS 
tlMNI 10 88 BOSTON 
MARATHON THE OAV IE 
PORE 
BOO 
• • MURDER. SHE 
WROTE Jee»ca avwMtioate* tha 
mysMriOu*      c • I jm . I anca*      put. 
rowubng me d/oarnmg doom of a 
worto-ciaa. I—m,    (R) Q 
■ AMAZING STORKS A 
oago old Fnan BiM.Oo ho a 4oa- 
bnod io board a now de*unct bam 
that ha cauaod to croon 7ft year. 
« i" state IRIQ 
MOV* **>, Suparrnan 
m H983i CNatobAor IWaya 
RVMrd Pryoi A laianpue ndua- 
ir* magnata baa to naubohaa 
th* Man ol Stee> by orAtbng ham 
-*lo ha good end *y* parppnpb- 
• m NATVIRf An o^wyy^. 
ban o< the Oanuba Rivar doRa on 
Iho BMck Sao -hera aMkaoahia- 
hon  tMoatarta  PM  MM   M4h ■g 
• NATIONAL AEPX3BJC 
CHAMPIONSHIP Fevabm m 
mo mdrwoua rraaad pea end 
Mam catogonpa parfprm oareftac 
'Outmaa bejtora a panM ol iiikpsi 
shM airjuOM Janaoo Hortaon .„«, 
JeM Main ol OoBoa and loa 
AngtMo Dodger* ptpwjr »M«a 
Sta AMo tpMuraa tho humorau* 
t-da of aarobx eaareaM wwj, ^. 
OPEN 
MCA-TrKfTt, 6^*sm-9pm 
Fitty*Btrv10pm 
Sot7fB>l0pm 
Sun. 6sm-9pm 
•mill 
(BBslMVak^sTLaVAgg) 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S5.49 
Inciu 
iliid. arid 
plu I pol 
Call ua about our 
Dally Spaclalt 362-0123 
^tew Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
-f.f\.   Valentine J 
formerly jClnMn Ur», Ktttaurani 
MM*     $3.99 ALL YOU 
ypif^Q CAN EAT PERCH 
ALL DAY FRIDAY 
(HAIfc fcALttCy) 
Spring Break doesn't have to 
In Florida 
—Koop the fooling alive 
* Weaving* 
* Lumlnlzlngi 
* Highlighting. 
with 
Nicola, taurl. 
SStw 
143 I. Woofer 
■ahlnd Finders 
3S2-HAIR 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
For your 
Cut  Flower &  Green 
Plant needs. 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
Located in OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Moo. - Thurs. VCR Rental & 2 Free Tape* 
only'8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations in NW Ohio 
FALCON HOUSE 
■Tom .Me* UK. I let. rllll^nrlintlC ' 
Join our 
■Irthday Celebration 
(till going on. 
Sale ends Saturday. 
Lest two days to get 
In on Spring Savings. 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
-.;«* .*. a*» *•" *'c — perso- 
neto- ,.»**. 0-*rt    -o*t*   Cam. 
.*• C'OU» »0loM»,"»i 
8 PUTT1N ON THE HITS 
l*>-*ync*d 'e"dticm* O* Reach <0> 
me Wor>ot 0>o>ia« Display 
MOO Si a*** I • Ton.ghl *» 
*wi *"0 Weeing m |h* it 
»*t Roor- D. Kiyrneu 
(ESPNI BASEBALL S GREAT 
esr HITS*-*so* 
(TMCI    MOVIE    •• Sow 
«.-o 0* -re ifi: «<iard 
P-vo-   Margo- *. OOP   A —  MI 
•-•' r, ■ •. to a ■* ." dime itta 
the jpvernme"r '•**•** to g>v* 
Mfi   Dec*   pay   n*   earned  BtHf 
Da--, a P>i*oneF * Sort" V*tn«rr 
»□< % i ..*•<.   R 
8 30 
0      AL'MO      HITCHCOCK 
PRE S* NTS * *<•■-»-   » "vpn© 
i »*o J' *•* * met* *iend to i«o 
©,• a.-.   »rw*-*0 
a WHAT S HAPPENING 
NOW" A-*" a 'a-cat* "^ 
WW teecn* doodet to -ataa 
"» *e~ta Jr.-la* to truo* a 'are 
iCSPNl      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS:). .<-   >    a 
NO*l    St»i"9 *•"*.  » t*-tat- 
Gar-*  ttuOpxt loD-eckaut 
too 
O   B    MOV4    *• PM 
vrfit '984      <#>•    Wood 
-»; «, y*(rf-   Atoveir, 
a»gw ■» m» ■*■■i erne*. "v> *i4dde*> 
11   4U 
(TMCI     MOVW     •* The 
lOneh, Guy '984 Slave Marl* 
Cistrfc** G»ot*n An* ft* g* intent) 
***** rwn a tOung men fee** • 
on*h k*e end anita* a 'i I v. A g 
Doo*   oat  **r«at  at a  gu-<*» tor 
najpN ntrup 
0   MOVIE     •*••      C*d«*r, 
Paopt- "980       Mart      '»■*■ 
Moor    Don*d Svtfte«end    Beted 
on Juflvtr. Gu*.r » -«OT* A gw-t 
■■!*»»' tee« •**• »n"« to p»t ft* 
it.    bah■     iipaytn*"     attw     ftit 
•i»   i.g*   lueoaraat   •'.    to   ftM 
W«u"* *"— 'en tefeiy fan* 
port ine- ,utw. nut Royaktl *>va> 
fcun- Is ■ »*» a' Arnetioie M 
Oetord Pa»i !«•• . 
8 MOV* • 4 '<mn 0< ttie 
,..-.« D-..I       "t'O    «"" A»n 
-.   ■    pa  »jrP»ti>K*in  Atemota 
■nvMd t.)i» "» »>-*• 
■ aj p*aj - « a tfhettia gtae» UM 
IIM "— (»•■"' t>«i "■ a Oe>atoxi 
(SANFOFID ANO SON 
MASIERPiFCI TMI 
AIPll R. i— - - ' ..-■-' 
•v Mart' teVPl and .r Tor" 
jatn» • *cia- "i.,at.\- '.».» to 
»'»- • Aowvitv La*iw •o"' t»te 
.<npa-tV>g lim-.Pteait attatt 
e,.>     .  .    , 
t 30 
0 LET   Ml   BE   BRAVt   In. 
aUchajav s,*i.» i».-"i«» ■• •■ 
•mined 
10 oo 
(CSC NEW5C5 
MASTERPIECE       THE 
A THE fl, iwSwadChnM A 
RwuvaTtea-1 l-oup ( •"•vet at A> 
"anota **m<.'-«ii <i» the '■ana*' 
RotMoi fw emoioa* lace* 
l«r".i> mernbet* ■" a D>utet *0" 
•Wtt  iParl 4 ii*9.;^ 
I WASHINGTON REPORT 
MVSHRVi Cnaoart 4 
Cao-un ti».*>> ■•dnepped 
Cnartaa* and CaMktoti •<> taken 
to *oh dt.n* tnoon Gordon vVng 
dead a*< * ■•» ■*-- 'i   iP»t 4 d 
•ig 
(TMCI MOVIE • •■■Hi, In. 
i3m tn.    >.'.*    Cnaptei 
11984) LI.MW Glo**> KmWMrhi 
BeO> rfv- lie matted ***• '• 
rvr»» to *■'•*■ vtoteni .engeenr. 
■' txe demrer* o< Ov*ia> i«f 
W"("» tern©   ■ 
1026 
O VENTURE 
10 30 
O KENNETH COs*CLANO 
1 1  OO 
8 OSS NEWS 
NANNY Baroava <*•*"* up 
10 eKape "«" a torm^aoaa gov 
0     TA4.CS      FROM      THC 
OARKStOE vV^n *. ***** ►, 
otance ^ (•■< a "map* 
■n..*n* 'evivet a tela.mon **»*» 
inet -a* a>ed 20 •««** ago 
GWMI *ta> Oarten McG«v>rt 
QB PP. iDF OF PLACE 
■UXOING THE AMERICAN 
CREAM St*>St»a*> commun^er* 
cnaogmg aKMeduial plant e-s 
'•ffaxtoo *» tn * aiwdy o« *r««i 
Liovd Wxgrtt * vt*aon o> a Mbtb 
thai wai a *••*•>>*(• a and 
now-ie.. GiaMI      G-wdoiyn 
Wrtght '3 
11:20 
O ABC NEWSQ 
11 SO 
0 AT THC MOVIES ScwO 
iA*d '.■■***• Lagand iTom 
GfiaM Ta*t Currcl MWja Guy* 
(Joe Ptacopo Oaonv OaVdol At 
COM Rgnga (Soon Penn UVA- 
topnaf Wakani 
O MOVK  • • TheOevd* 
Watt Il»75)0>ar*s0ar* Andrea 
Maroowcc A r*«M ha-ed W cara 
lor tita parafiad daughiar of an 
Amenta" ckpiomat bogtna to aaari 
a ivanga infhjancai Over ttie gat 
m     MOWl     **1 Dtai* 
Scream 11»»ftl KM J~M Lwcal 
A/nar A *oman t* late*, atabtwd 
m hal v*tw ol hav Broakhm naagtv 
Mr* ««*o lad 10 'aapond to poaoa 
■>nya Pacava V*n don i 
•vant toga* mvcaved 
«NEW» 
FOR, MV PEOPLE 
■oVHt 9PORTSCENTER 
11:38 
■ MIU.IONAlFtE MAKER 
12 OO 
0     S     ENTERTAINMENT 
THIS  WEEK A-   -,•-.**  -.tn 
JO"" Couga> Meoemamp 
0 7O0OLU8 
12 30 
(ESPN)    WOMEN'S    TENNIS 
Sim**! WTA C^amp-on*na>*   '• 
T»   mjicn   *om   Ameaa   mand 
I: 1 OO J HAWAII FIVE -O TRAPPER JOHN   MO AFRICA "(PORT    If APIS 
OF FAMINE 
HI 
fTMCl  MOVIE   • Oeat-re 
'98b' ■iB-e»"*»<  Stan N* 
M0NOAT 
APK21    ltM 
000 
■ PERFECT MATCH 
■ MAC NEiL . LEHRER 
NEWSHOOR Cv»b.ng tha 
Puena-i *jmed -n Harlem end 
**•« fork t lower feat Side it** 
'•par. «o*» at attort* o> UP* en 
•oicemeni   .—..»!   to make  the 
{STAR TUCK 
OIFF RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
lESPNI SPORTSlOOK 
ITMCl   MOVIE    • * Sacred 
Ground '983'     If"     McMt.e 
j«o> t mm ■..—.-. ervpti wnen a 
mota"l*n m^n and N* lamey try 
■o tern, on PaKite bvr<a> gtounoi 
PG 
B30 
m CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
m APC NEWS Q 
m HAPPY DAYS 
m BUSINESS REPORT 
tESPN) OUTDOOR LIFE 
700 
O CBS NEWS 
M COUNTRY CANAOA 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
m    ENTERTAINMENT     TO 
NIGHT   inter***   -MI  Stela** 
I 
NIGI s 
i 
INEWiYWEOGAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
H3HTIIVE 
•A»S»H 
MACNFK /      LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR Curbing the 
Putter* 'amed *\ Harlem and 
New »of* » low* last S-N IN* 
lepori ■-■! at ettort* Oy lew en 
'orcement  urV.art   to  maRa  the 
•ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7  lO 
•fj  P M    MAGAZINE  M- i.e. 
Cevne    a Cleveland (owpla gel  a 
lead to toe     makeover       dowbl* 
duty deejay aig of Pang 
O   AIRWAVES Im t <«■ off 
*•*•"   ttm  caa*   Jean *  program 
and agree* *nh the opeaon* of a 
man  arretied tor  defecig pubkc 
properly 
~) JCOPAROY 
pTAKI 
I PM MAGAZINE A Oetec 
i-ve emu *ee>(fte» to. rm***ig 
cftadren      Hand*  Auoat  Amar. 
<a        a   .'.. i,   rva"l l(. hunger r. 
kef 
• VtflLD. WK.O WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
IBENNYHali. 
THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN I     STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS CWnton In*   ILrval 
NO'i    Siaitig im .1 tentative 
Game .% suDexl IO bteckovi I 
■tOO 
• • SCARECROW ANO 
MRS KING lee end Amanda 
"vetiget. (ut-eni aojcieitv k*ak* 
•egardng mooenit thai occur-ed 
durng J Edgar Hoover ■ reign a* 
FBicfta* 18) 
O QUEEN ELIZABETH II - 
BO OLOROUS YEARS Th* 
H* ■* pay* riaMite to GSatan Efci 
abatn ■ who cetatiraie* her 80th 
beiftdey on Apnl 21 included n 
an ettatcnent of tha Oueen * 
ath^vemantt arter 32 year* a* 
rnonarcn and a .■< n ■ " record of 
ftai    i*   Aaatia*  Burnei narratat 
• TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL      JOKES    Acioj* 
M<haai Spound He-» Bonev and 
Lorna luti are vxtens of praceca) 
W*a*      Owttaeat    ttom       Punfty ■MM 
• 0 MYSTERY OF AL CA 
PONE S VAULTS Tha eorv 
tam* of Ai Capon. * underground 
••urn located Deneeth Crvxego * 
Now M<r-gan Hotel tormarMha 
Laeangton Houf are 'evaatad lor 
it* hrti tana Tha program a*aO 
facet the enme boae * *fe with • 
veni to rha ecec* of ma Si Vatan- 
hna t Day Maatao* and to Ca- 
pone * praup oat on Ajcetrea 
Hoet Garatdo P-ve/a 
• m PFIIOt OP PLACE: 
BU8.DIN0 THE AMERICAN 
DREAM Arrwarica* .•ci|.0o 
•pot* - feom eenpta Ao>ondack 
tftOuntarn eampa n New York 
tie*, to it* lav***. m.M cot- 
taget of rtawDori Hi Gueet 
Morn* Lapidua Q 
<P OUNSMOKE 
(TMCI     MOVIE     •*       St<a 
'199* Burt ttavneada Candne 
Barge" An e*-con* atiempi to 
avenge he> prison Dwddy • mgroer 
bring* h.m laco-IO-tace *-f "on- 
da mooeiart  in atereo   R  C3 
BOO 
0 • KATE ft ALLIC * * ha* 
a or«f hmg *■!« a vktaig Engkth 
profetaor iFrarx Lull Ml 
Q WAYNE AND SHUSTER 
Star SM-C* iPait 2 of 2> 181Q 
m TELEVISKON ACAOEMY 
HALL OF FAME Mor. man 30 
CteeBM-M pay »**i a* the 
Academy of tote.ioion Art* 8 Sc> 
encet ntk-t* Steve Allan Fred 
Coa Wen Disney Jack* Qeeeon 
Maw '.w Moore frank Starnon 
•nd Bun TtPtlrom »nto the Tahm 
k«n Academy Ha* of Fame In 
•tareo 3 
#| Sj AME1ICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE A Flash of Green v< 
tor Munai * adapiMion of the 
1982 John 0 MecDone*) "Ovei 
Reporter >mm« Wmg lEd Haiti 
4 caugtil between h* leekng* tor 
tri •"•■onmenial group • woman 
leader tBu>n 6'Owni and h* laao 
nation -in in* potannal power 
*«ided Dt a poktoan tRtchard 
Jordan) wfto lavor* developing 
Creaay Bay commarceieV Q 
tf> MOVIE * • Smaan Lkp On 
lnter*tate * ■ 19 '•< Robert Con 
'ad Buddy Ebeen A meeeive 39 
car coa*on occur* on a Cehforraa 
i-aeway at in* cUea <# a hokdev 
*eefcend 
9 30 
•   fl|   NEWHART   Joanna* 
ikt*eti*l*d will  the grede caven 
■ 8M  I IB*  i 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE IRICP 
1OO0 
• 9 CAGNFY ft I All v 
Three peopaa cipm io ftoid a wm 
"•ng kMtaiy ticket Harvey end 
Mary Beth ate euoHed by tfte m 
lernei R.ve-»-i Sw.-.   (Rig 
O  NATIONAL   /  AXIRNAL 
■ MILLIONAIRE MAKER 
#NEWS 
(TMC l MOVIE * • <i The Lett 
Ma-'i.ii Cciupfe In America 
1980) George Sega) Natafce 
Wood Worn** deneMp to> a hap 
p*y married couote a* they wetcft 
a ia*m«gry an oka I* parade of 
ir*nd* he*0W>g •or dworce cowri 
R 
IO JO 
• BOSOM BUDDIES 
ICSPNI       19S8      BOSTON 
MARATHON HIGHLIGHTS 
11<00 
QOf»s)i*fjN(vvs 
m OARK SHADOWS 
■ TVrtiGHT ZONE 
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
S   SACK    PAIN     CAU»S. 
PREVENTION   ANO  TREAT- 
MENT 
KBPtfl INSIOC BASEBALL 
11:30 
• CNTERTAlNMENT TO- 
NIGHT Inter «ew *Mh Stolen* 
Power* 
O MOVIE • * # The Pad - 
And Mo* touted 119861 Brian 
Bedlord Juke Sornmar* Bated 
on a pury by Peter Shaffer A thy 
""iK* * hiand brnga ham out 
of ft* thati reeuliaig tn romaniic 
•nvorvement with a young worn 
an 
0 REMINGTON STfELE 
Steete and Laura ^vetngete tfta 
*«am— *>de of tfte taehon •ndu* 
»(RI 
BCST  OF   CARSON From 
February  I8B&   Candace Bergen 
Ten   Hw<]   and  George  Carl   on 
ftoti Jotinryy Carson m siereo 18) 
N1CHTI.INI 
ENCORE THEATRE 
MOV*   *     Bruce V*   Bai 
IM3lB*Lou-i  BrucaLa  ACh. 
net*   leadei   ftaa  itoied   e  large 
amount  of money m a sate and 
two men went tha ley to open it 
SBENNY HBJ. 
LAST BUT NOT LEAST 
Th* umoue van of me 1884 
8o*ton Marathon chronicle* 
runner P-ch Wakame iterv*** 
*-m leeow back-ol-the-pack par 
tica>ant( wftna ne ettempt* to 
compfet* tfte 26-mse. 388 yard 
race 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:60 
CTMCI MOVIE e> * * * Who t 
AhMOt V«CK-aWooP> (1988) 
Ehiabem Tayfor Rrchard Burton 
A caeuat gat together between 
two unvvaren> profeaaor* and 
ma* wtvae eiptodat ei a "-ght of 
P*ycftc*og»ca< furor revaakng mnar 
tenaront and marrlal lurmoa 
12 00 
0 STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
SE YE ON HOLL YVVOOO 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
FAMILY MATTIflS A 
•tudv of ftow me devafopmeni of 
•em*y lea ej eflected by tne com 
mumry and *oc*H m general |R| 
IESPN) BASEBALL S GREAT- 
EST HITS 
1MB 
0J LATE NK.HT WITH DA 
VkO   LETTERMAN  StftecMed 
comedian Rich Hal   In it*r«o 
• COMEDY TONIGHT 
Guest* Kid CraOB) and tha Coco 
rut* Sieve Blues***), tfta Mary 
Wong Tr»  Dav-3 Natter 
12:40 
SJ MOVS1   * *  ,     The Ordaat 
0IS*Car«*y    HMD Ray ftnar 
key Richard Cranna 
1:00 
I HAW AH FtVE-O 
I JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE    *#V»       Capon. 
1 IBTftl Ban Gauara Suten BiAa 
! 
OxSPNI NFL SUPERSTAHS 
Proiaad Bart Stan and Frer* &*■ 
kard 
1:3)0 
*fjNCW5 
(ESPN) MARK SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
2:00 
INtGHTWATCH 
NEWS 
((3PNI SPORTSLOOK 
2 OB 
fTMCI  PnOVtC   **     KApc-nt 
11BS4I Leo Fpng  Richard Houno- 
2:3)0 
fJS) NrGHTWATCH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3O0 
(ESPN) INSIDE BASEBALL 
3: SO 
(I8PNI TOP RANK BOXING 
MdtonMcCory 127 1 1 22 K0*> 
vt *.e»h Adarna et • w** 
rreddaiwaighi bout tcfteouied for 
10 round* Rom Atlantic C'fy 
N J 181 
MO 
ITMC' MOVIE   *• Th* For 
mukt 119801 Marlon Brando 
George C  Scott 
TUESDAY 
APRS. 22. ISSS 
t —-e-. • ISM ' v Oa* •* 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
B SO 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
lESPNI   WOMEN 8    TENNIS 
Sunk*i  WTA Champ*y>ehe>*   h 
net  match    horn   Ameke   iMand 
Fle Ml 
11:00 
(ISPNI      1S88      BOSTON 
MARATHON HIGHLIGHTS 
11  30 
lESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
(ESPN) INSIOC BASEBALL 
1:00 
ICSPNI ACTION  SPORTS OF 
THE    BOS   Southweei   Pro   Ski 
Clai*.   Rom Angel Fee  NM   HI 
ISO 
(ESPN)       19B8      BOSTON 
MARATHON HIGHLIGHTS 
2 OO 
(ESPN)    STANLCV     CUP 
PLAYOFFS Dtwarontetat (Ml 
6:00 
IESPN) FISHIN- HOLE 
DAYTIME   MOVSSS 
6 46 
fTMC)  * 1     Moving Violations 
I'91V John Murrey 
7:30 
fTMC)     »*        B..I     ft    Rukj 
H983I   vc*cet  of  Don   Irancka 
Paw leMat 
8:00 
B    • • *     1h* Survatana Pea. 
of     (19661 Ck*t Robart*on   0-ie 
ISsti 
8:00 
(TeJCI * * * A Nignt To R* 
memoar II888I Kennam Mor* 
Rcmeid AMan 
11 OO 
fTMCI  a •     K^g ot  Ift* Moun 
iaa>     (IB61I  Hern,   Harnkn    Jr> 
■aphBoflom* 
12:90 
•J    **'.,    tn Search Of Grego- 
ry    M9 70I Jua*Chri*t«   SActiael 
San am 
fTMC) ** VI The Madwoman 
Ot ChaaeM 11869) Kethenne 
Hepburn  Cftarw* Boy* 
300 
(TMCI      * S> v, Shipwreck 
119781 Robert Logan MfUi Jerm 
•onOaon 
6:00 
(TMCI     **>        Rook    ft     Rule 
119631  Vooat  ot   Don  Franck* 
PaulleMei 
CVEkkaaQ 
MO 
ft)t)NEVVS 
PERFECT MATCH 
M ACNE R      /     LEHtaER 
NEWSHOUR M,gn on ma 
Job look* at me drug abuee 
problem m the workplace 
ISTARTTWK 
CUFF RENT STROKES 
OCEANUS 
(E8PNI S-ORTSLOOK 
8 30 
SB CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
m ABC NCWS Q 
■ HAPPY DAYS 
•J BUSINCSS REPORT 
(ESPN)    WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN 
(T1SO MOVIE ** K-*g Of 
The MounteM" tlSSD HaYry 
Harnkn JBeSfR Sotlome Three 
young to* Ajtcktte* bacfteror* d* 
vote thae enargjea to the *port of 
dreorecmg    PG 
7:00 
«CBS NEWS 
GZOWSK1 ft CO. Guast 
champion chuccwegon racer Tom 
"      1 «l 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO 
NIGHT   intarwaw   with   Rxnard 
CJBBBS 
INEWLYWEO GAME 
BUSrNEBB REPORT 
BEST   OP   SATUROAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM*A*t*H 
MACNEB,     /     LEHRER 
z 
I I 
Oerv 
NCWSHOuR       - ,        .        -e 
Job       --. at tne   v ., abuee 
probaim m in* workplace 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:3)0 
SJ  P M    MAGAZINE  H*a>ng 
hand*  NatonaiEapo 1BB8  turtle 
safari  '   H 'a* 
O STANLCV CUP 
PLAYOFFS 0.-*on Samdtnei 
(Lnai iStarting tena * temanvai 
§ JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM    MAGAZINE   M«nee< 
Cone   an  0"-o coup**  w-m two 
• WLD WHO WORLD OP 
ANIMALS 
J BfNNV HRJ. 
THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
BOO 
O    0    MORNINGSTAR    / 
EVENINOSTAR   UM  antar*  a 
teen eg* beauty contest   BA 'O 
'nance* • charm.ng woo* 
SJ ATEAM Pro wotnc Hub 
Hoger and announcer Gene Okar 
"•'. ne a* tham**-va» a* the A 
Team   contend*    •"-    mobtter* 
wfto are  t-ymg to'dOM down • 
routn   •■ ■ *   tRl Q 
m     WHO S      THC      BOSS7 
Angete   and   Tony  lacepture  ana 
-nag-   of   me  itma  me*  met   at 
•umme. camp   (Pen  2  of ?i M> 
m Cf) VISIONS OP STAR 
WARS A NOVA / FRONT 
LINE SPECIAL Th* faifaiify 
and potential .npaci of me See 
tagrc 0*f*naa irubaiiva * eopued 
iftrougn mtervww* w>m Ruetujn 
•no American *ca*nti*t* arm* 
control etperi* and pohtoana 
Moat 8* * ji.% g 
t OUNSMOKE 
MOVIE * * '• Tha Cno 
•an II96K Meavnwon SoftaS 
Rod Sta-jar 6seed on Cham Pu 
10k • nov*) A h*ndttwp imp, 
o*»—op* b*f»an a wortfff* as 
*av»aa*ed J** end the eon of * 
* •»*»*. at*. 
fTMC)   MOVIE    • • Never 
Let Me Go M»3I dark Gab* 
Gene T«rney An Amercan * or 
dared 10 leave Moecow after writ 
ng an|i .■-"-.-..11 artickt* but 
ft* Ru**ian wit* * denoM perm* 
non ro leave with hen 
8 30 
SJ    PERFECT    STRANGERS 
Bafli • mr*nanOhng of ft* check 
ng account cause* problem* to 
larry g 
BOO 
O SJ MtCXEY SPILLANE 'S 
MIKE HAMMER Hammer 
laarna a letaon about parentng 
tvhan a young woman ask* hen 10 
hnd her lamer * muroorer   |RI 
• HUNTER A runes** mob 
•tar k«* ru* partner* n cten* and 
rune oR wm rfta. tftar. of Hokyn 
money m nan    0 
SJ kaOONLIOHTING A man 
who p*d to hat* heneari h*tad 
change, h* rr-nd Q 
SJ MOVW s>* :>,..-- O 
The Coeittner 11979) Wdkam 
Skatnar Lloyd sVasgea A com 
pmai *pac*Mi aaakeyg rev«nge 
on e ean cornasny eat* two pa* 
•anger nan* on a coSnean cowrae 
wnfteecn other 
ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Henry TeVnan *a B*»n AA for aha 
NABF ouiaarweighi tins *ched 
laad ear 12 roiatda eye Irom Laa 
Vega.  *MV 
1000 
SJ SJ EQUALIZER The EcMtt 
oat a ad * used 10 name hen lor 
murdar a cotk»ga *ludent * 
threatened by a group of 
mugger*  INI 
SJ NBC WHITE PAPER Th* 
Japan They Don ■ Tea. About 
Lloyd Dobyn* go** bafunoiha 
•oanao ol tfte Jepeneea economy 
and labor tores 10 ofespa) many 
myth* mat have been ueed ■» * 
gumenta derugreing American 
product"-ty 
SJ 8PENSER FOR HIRE 
Spenear a>M a lormer proelitule 
who • baeyg framed on a weep 
on* po*.e*non charge Mig 
SJ SJ TRANSPLANTING 
HOPE (nagory Peck narreaa* th* 
oocumentary about the paraona) 
and too*) choce* poaad by 
human uaneptant tecrhnceogy 
wrih a toct* on panant* eaakng 
■ ■dnay and bonomartotv bans 
plant*  181 
• NEWS 
iTIrlCl MOVkf ••', The 
Madwoman   Of  OiaefcH     (19661 
Ralhartn*       Hepburn CnaHa* 
Boy*.    Tha corrupt sederi of an 
•ntemational mancvoh- ere lured 
10 the. death* by an accfMNnc OM 
woman and her mad acccrnpkcet 
G 
10:3)0 
• NATtONAJ.     /   JOURNAL 
■ 80BOM BUOCHES 
114)0 
g ■ • • News 
• DARK 9SHAOOWS 
• TWS.IGHT TONE 
• WKNP IN CINCINNATl 
• ON THE LINE 
11:30 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT tntorvew with N«hard 
Cranna 
I NCWS 
BkMON ft SIMON A -eier 
an rnagcaan (Donak) 0 Connor) 
become* the prune auapact at the 
muTdsr of a nowce *Xe>one>t IR) 
0) TONHJHT Hoot Johnny 
Carson Scttadutad actor Tom 
Hutot rnagtoajn Arnaamg Rand) 
parcuaeaanaW   Bnan   Stfeon    In 
i".     ••      •   a thow ( liar   perform 
• a eong^end-aance mtr '"* " 
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f BENNY HILL 
STEPHANE   ORAPPCLLi 
IN NEW ORLEANS H.gr*gMt 
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want w-m ft* accompanst* two 
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■SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
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f EYE ON HOUYVVOOO 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
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12 •*> 
• LATf NIGHT WITH DA 
VID LETTERMAN Scnadu-M 
ecaet* Am- Wedgewortri ban 
dktaoar Cab Caaoway  m ttweo 
• COMEOY TONIGHT 
Guetit "■■•■*• . a. ■ Mchaai 
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D>ag Racmg Stron • imm, C« 
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Mi 
12 40 
•jMOVMaO    th*T.m*far 
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cam Van Pane" 
1 00 
i HAWAII FIVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
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2 OO 
INIGHTWATCH 
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ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
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Sft—ai Puve* 
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• NIGHTWATCH 
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Sunk*!  WTA Crujrnpion»he>t    ti 
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Mora  NorujkflABan 
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CMYTa-f SPORTS 
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Ml 
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CSPNI SfNjsYTSLCOK 
12:30 
ICSPNI    WORLD    CLASS 
WOMEN 
1:00 
IESPN) AUTO PLACING Am*., 
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2 00 
lESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
tfenry Treman .1 Bash Aft for the 
NABF cru*ker*aaghi tnte ached 
ukM lor 12 munch hom LBS 
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4:30 
ICSPNI      ISSS      BOSTON 
MARATHON HIGHLIGHTS 
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aSPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
8:30 
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WEEKLY 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
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9:00 
fTMCI »S>* loneh, Heart* 
(1963) Wendy Hughe* ttorrnan 
■tava 
11O0 
ITISCI    #S>       Messlsiorm     The 
Oeinuci.on     Of     JaredSyrt 
(16631     JeHrey    Byron      Tun 
T>tomei*on 
12:30 
• S> * ", In F nan. Country 
(18661 Ton, Frartooea Anaknan* 
Corner 
fTMC' *S>v> The Rnwr R.t 
(1984)  Tommy Laa Jonee   Mar- 
If 
I 
6 OO 
• ••NCWS 
• PCRHCT MATCH 
m     MACNCaL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR    High Scorer*     a 
1 otug use by athktta* 
I STAR TREK 
ID+FF RENT STROKES 
J CRIME FB.E 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TMD   MOVIE    ••• ". 
rtaa"l       '663    Wendy  H^ghe* 
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cover    napp>ne*a    aher    meetng 
tftrougn a doing **rv*£e   8 
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■ CBS NCWS 
• NBC NCWS 
• ABC NCWS rg 
• HAPPY OAYS 
• BUSINCSS RCPONT 
ISPNi     INSIDE      THE     PGA 
TOUR 
7 OO 
I LBS NEWS 
IDATELINC ONTARIO 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT TO 
NIGHT r*a»*e)01 w-in 1 -n... 
Wagne- 
(N C WL YWE O GAME 
BUSINCSS REPORT 
BEST    OF     SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
tM*A"S"H 
MAC NEIL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR   H.gn Scorer*    a 
«ok at t*_g uta by amsta* 
lESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
• P M MAGAZINE A *,, 
live who tearcftet lor m**ing 
chaore" Earbara GfMon termer 
secretary to Rote Kennedy tweet 
camp a 'MCA Mne** program 
nNoHftCarcwna  wfto* bra— 
O    WLD    KINGDOM      Cum 
panjae* 0" 'anran-e 
i JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM   MAGAZINE   Barbara 
Gib**"   lormar  **c*tary to Rose 
■ ennedv      'V    Gwde    (orporete 
na*dauart*ik in NaOnor  Pa 
• WB.D   WK.O WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
t BENNY Hill 
THREE S CC*MPANY 
ICSPNI      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS D—Konlnal  ll-v*i 
iNOTt   Start-^, t-v* .* tantatn* 
Game -t tUtexr 10 blackout i 
• • FAST TIMES Stac. 
goes out u" a J -■— data wri the 
men a* her (Seem* 
• FIFTH ESTATE A look et 
now doiiuik end cancer palaant* 
uee the itv» to l-ght me 0  
• HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Jonathan and Mark eaval beck n 
r<me to heap Mark * grandfather 
tave the lamey term horn being 
lepoeeotiod in atereo Ml Q 
• MACGYVER MacGyvai 
M"hi to South Amer<an u» 
gktt whera he take* on a norrka of 
arm. ant*    «     , 
• •} LIVE FROM THC MET 
L*  Noa/e  d   figaro     Sapranoa 
Kettueen Sett* and Carol Vane** 
beta Rwggero Navmond and be" 
tone thorn.. AJtan •tar n rft* 
MetropoMen Opera production of 
Moral * The Meniag* of F. 
gajo An**rty end conluaaon 
baeet a beaothed coup* tSuaan 
na and i -gar o who are servant* n 
Count Alma...a • houMhotd 
lEngkth Subtnias) in tiam 
tGONSBAOKC 
MOVIC   *#•*>     Comng 
•Some    .19761   Jane Fonos    Jem 
Vcagnt    A  Mere*  captan •  w*a 
let*  n love  w*h  an amortlered 
along th. Mi*«**opi and *trug- 
gkta to lorm a rak*t«nen« wvtn 
ma Oeughtei he never knew    PG 
10 30 
• NEWS 
(EBPNI NBA TODAY 
11:00 
(••••NEWS 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
lESPNI     NFL      Fa_MS      PRE 
SENTS *oh*Kl MarfcnOAtsn 
11 30 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT inter*** mm Lmdsay 
Wagner 
• MOVIE •*> Bervung 
196'    Robert   Wagner     »   St 
JOhn   An li-SKul go* pro land* 
a   position   at   a   swank   country 
BJB 
SJ T J HOOKER Stacy etw» 
t^etet  w-ten  a "umoer  of smgle 
TONIGHT    Host     Jonnny 
f•■^ 
PERFCC 
MAC* 
Car*. i INIGHTLINE I OARK SHADOWS I6ENNY HM OOMET  HALLEY An over 
, o* the ihtioKei ana *c*nt4 
<   s>gni'<anca  ol  cornet*  and  * 
prev** o* ntemational effort* to 
• win. cftronictf ihe "*-»■ of 
Hakkty • Comet 
(ESPN! SPORTSOENTER 
11 36 
• TWSLrGHT ZONE 
11 40 
(TMCI MOVIC • * Paper. 
'980    R<*>"   Weujm*     Sne*e. 
OuvB*    WhrW HOCftng lot ft* I* 
tftar ine kpmech «otmg *aaor ns 
88 a ovani hpmktt where ha ixoka 
ut> a lOundkng a"f a akewiy 
■waetheat    PG 
12:00 
• STRCCT8 OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I EYE ON HOUYWOOO 
MOVkf    ••      The   Hang 
man "'i   '<.<«.■  1 a,. •   Fa** 
Parker 
• COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPM BASEBALL S GREAT 
EST HITS Th*60t 
12 30 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VX> LETTERMAN ScrktckAtd 
linceBn Burnham comeefca" Jerry 
Ssvnkaid m iioreo 
0 COMCOY TONIGHT 
Guest * '.) .■ a CeWsie Chance 
lenglon le* levevaon Lou 0- 
nos laurenrjomorowehi 
(ISPNI ARM WRESTLING 
Ma**   ieag 
12 40 
I MOVkf  • • The Me>on 
aae       '-'l Ma. i.» 
! 
! 
ReOMTUPaS 
IIRRMBE Tr*EATT4E 
S>*MJ     Her* Come 
Tha Gala    (18831 Bob Mop.   A. 
2 SO 
(TMCI    9*9      Tha   Crew   And 
Dan*.   Weaeter     (19411   Jejnaa 
Cnag. Edward AmoVJ 
44)0 
rta9a  »*1      Popeye     11960) 
Room Wtatem*  Sheeay 0uy*8. 
her huabend 4 1-gM^g #90*0 
(TMCI MOVII a a. ■.»,. 
doacope <i966) Wemm 6aany 
Suearmah YoA A rnamber ot the 
an set deviae* e tcheme to beat 
the casato* of Europe 
8:3)0 
• • TOUGH COOKIES CM! 
goa* out of ft* way to protect the 
He ot a lormar drug deafer 
BOO 
• ••MOVIE 49 , The 
Seduction Ol Gme 11664) Vater 
*6ertn**> IdLoutar A JO year- 
old n*w*yw*d bscomes noraee- 
ngk. -one*, due to her husband * 
ujte working hour* and hen* her 
attention* to oamokng Ml Q 
O NATIONAL GEOORAPH 
I 
• BLACK E S MAOftC The 
fliack.i nvastigate ahar a hated 
Nm prcjducar * found dead e> an 
•dtmgroom  IRI 
■ MOVIC Ale- The L«* of a 
Chad iPrarneaa) Oarg T Nahyon 
Bonn* BeoSka Based on th* true 
story of Frank and Caro) Oatard 
and the. oSugn ter a cvtK Nbro 
as wcten whoee ep.it rorrujrnad 
unoVn«.»ned mroughout her bnef 
Me g 
■ MOVIE 9 * 4 The He>don- 
burg M87BI Gaorga C Scon 
Anna Bancroft A wan/ Nan ■*• 
curity othoar ass 10 prevent sab- 
otage aboard tha hsionc and u". 
rnatafy doomed '937 R>ght of its 
German BSSjal 
IOOO 
O  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
• MISSING III: HAVE YOU 
SEEN THIS PERSON7 Dawd 
and MeredrBi Baa t* BWney host 
Vas Lseest edition re-oraabng tha 
raat-Ma caaaa o> *av*a mas**** 
oMdrsn and adketa and encov* 
ageig vatwara to ccvact arrthon- 
teal with nformatro*. eeoul m*ee- 
fTMO MOVIE 9 9 V,     The Rar- 
er    Rat       I1SS4I    Tornmy    Lea 
werdASMrl 
1 00 
HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOV*     4 •-       The   Van 
auaahaa    ilSftli John Payne  Jan 
Sterkng 
(ESPN)    TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
WPORTS 
1 30 
• NEWS ■ SPN) NAA TODAY 
1.40 
fTMCI MOVIC 4 9 9     Th* Dev 
a  And   DerwH  Webster      H64U 
Jamas Oag  toward Arnold 
200 
INIGHTWATCH 
NEWS 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK, 
2 30 
• NIGH TWA TCH 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
ESPN)    WOMENS    TENNIS 
Sunkst WTA Champaanatta*   '■ 
net   matrh    from  Am***  i*k*nd 
Fle    H 
3 10 
(TIKIMOVE *•'! Trtesue* 
ANw Dark I1964l Verorugu* 
Jannot  Bobby OOcco 
4:80 
fTMC)     MOVIE     4 4       Metal 
•lorm   TM Deskuclron Ol Jsrao- 
Syn     it963t Jafhw Byon   Tm-i 
T>fLa^6DAy 
LPR* 24. IBM 
DAYTIME MOVES 
6:30 
(TMC)499 How Sweat it is' 
"96Bi Debbs Reynolds Jem** 
Garner 
8:00 
O   *49    Tha Who* World l* 
Wetchng    (19691 6urt tvaa.  Jo 
aaph Campaneaa 
8: SO 
(TMC)    •* H       The   BWad   01 
Gregory Coriai    (19631 Edward 
JarnaaOlmos  Tom6ower 
10:30 
ITMC)      * *  '- Som*ih<ng 
WWAad Th* Way Come* 11883) 
JeeonRobard*   Jonathan Pryce 
12:30 
•     494     A lover.  Way  To 
0*B    116661 Ka« Douglas   Syfva 
Koacets 
(TkYJCl 94 W Some KeuJ Ot 
Hero ll962IFuoTkWdPryor. Mar- 
getKddw 
2:30 
(TMC) 4 9 9    How Sweat It 1*1 
119881  Debbre  Rayncad.    Jama* 
BOO 
I NEWS 
I E T MATCH 
NEB.     /     LCHRCR 
NEWSHOUR Ta.t.ng     lor 
Traces took* at soeanng tor 
drug uee 
• ST AH TREK 
• OIFF RENT STROKCS 
• OCEANUS 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING 6k* 
get* Stake* hom i.tngion Ky 
ilopad' 
(TMCI MOVIE •*■: Some- 
tftmg W<a*d Th* Way Come* 
.19631 Jaeon Fiobard* Jonatften 
Pryc* Two boys discover the W 
rityng *ecret ta^oarhnng a mvtie- 
rious carruvs wftare tentaatN «• 
ha«**o but only tor a horrSM 
pr.ee miiereo   PC 
8.30 
■ CBS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS Q 
■ HAPPY DAYS 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
7 00 
B CBS NEWS 
B THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
• WHECL OF FORTUNE 
B   CNTERTAINMCNT     TO 
NIGHT    miarv**   with   Quficy 
JBRBB 
iNCWLYWEO GAMC 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF     SATUROAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM'A'I'M 
MACNEB.      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR        lasting    lot 
Traces       look*  et   >ci*enmg  tor 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 SO 
• P M MAGAZINE A worn 
an who hat an iQ of 230 TV 
Gwrde corporal. h**dojuattar* n 
Radnor P* Srmm on th* town 
Norm* Jean  * i»g 
O STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS Dn-ifon Fmaf (Ln*i 
iSiamg um* -* lenietwei 
f JEOPARDY 
TA30 
PM MAGAZINE A woman 
who net en tQ of 230 actor Rog 
m i   hhMkry (   Magnum  p .    I 
B WILD   WSLD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
I BENNY HaU. 
THREE  S COMPANY 
«SPN)SPEEDWEEK 
BOO 
• • SIMON ft SIMON Ru* 
and A j undergo an •novey nw 
or* of thee earkest cases sn 
nauranc* *cam m\ Horde Cast* 
r.t.. N<holae Coaler and i da* 
ASMri gu**t tier   Ml 
• COSBY SHOW Clor 1 
deter mmed not to let a broken toe 
nt*r**r* with her per ton* and 
prof*e*ione>  -vet    m  atereo   IRi 
B FAOVIE 9 9 invi.tion To 
Had 1 '984i Robert La-eft Susan 
luce A o*vw*h woman *•>**• a* 
rha d. eel or of e country ckb 
where tt)m aeeKrces men phy*M**> 
and woman mafersay MlCJ 
B HEART OP THE ORA 
GON Foia intarwoven *ior** 
about modernuvkg riael Chrna set 
n tne vdage of Maoprng revee) 
the tirangm ol trad Iron and tfta 
effect* of change  M1Q * 
tCvUNSAAOKE 
MOVIE    »»»'i      French 
Connact«n     II        tt97S)     Gen* 
Hackman  lemando Ray   A hard 
boead   New   York   cop     Popeye 
Doyle     beret*   to   M******   10 
conimuo las 'Hentle** purtun ot 
an ntarnetajnai drug dearer 
B ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
IESPN)     FASHION      ACTION 
REPORT   SPRING   60 
(TMD  MOVIE  4 4 •->     The Ar 
rangemant    119491 K.k Dougtaa 
FayeDunawav  An aOvarss>ng •• 
a that ■ 
* for 
* merely a ear** of 
n*i*i whose iob put* n*r in con- 
tact wdh aome of tha moat nflu- 
entiei peop* at the naaon Aleo 
•lar* Ncholaa Suiovy and Roddy 
McOowoS 
B HB_l STREET BLUES An 
Aon) 1 'th vttwar Wktphon* poB 
w* dekarmme wfech of three ep> 
•odes hom th* 1982 -63 *aaaon 
wd a* Ih* evenng Ml 
8 20 / 20 Scheduled 60b 
6ro*n rakti an n depth look et 
the process of reaarvtng kidney* 
•or donor patemti g 
B MVSTERYI Charters 6 
CaNkcon A Bee* reedeyg may et 
* encaet match prowda* Charter* 
and   Cakkcon   mm   the   mieang 
.-lue ihey nee.no dSntm, Ihe rrna 
darei  Mart 6 of 61 g 
• NEWS 
4:30 
8:30 
B FAMEV TICS A*, dscov 
ar* that h* teen eg* m«m tutor 
ha* eat h* *<gMt on Jannalar m 
aierao Mig 
lESPNI STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS D-neron Fetet ILrval 
(NOTE Startmg lane s tentet.*. 
Game s subpKl to blaokout I 
8:00 
B CHEERS D*ne fears *fe>* 
bemg lofcowad by e oarenged ac 
lor In iktroo (R1 
B MYSTERYI Charieri B 
CaKbcott Forcabh/ kKktSPPed 
Charter* and Cau> 011 are lakan 
10 aoN-dreet tycoon Gordon WV« 
ST B home wfter* Play warn tha 
dead gm » <•* Kkantity iPert S of 
•JO 
B MOVIE 9 9 Meteor 
M67B) Sean Connary Nattea 
Wood Arnencan and Ru*a»tn ao- 
ennta *>n toroat et an attempt 
to orerd oH a g>eM meteor bom 
outer apaca trfkCh * en a dnjet 
coa*aon com** with Earth 
B MYSTERYI Charier* 6 
Cakkcort A BOM reading nan at 
a orrdkat match prowdaa Chart** 
and Catctcon w-m she msena 
cka* they need 10 dantaty rite mu, 
darar lPan6ol6ig 
9 30 
B NIGHT COURT Don, 
■tunned whan ha *ar r* that Na 
lormar toBags buddy he* had * 
•aa-cnanga oporatein In atereo 
Ml 
1000 
B B BRIOGES TO CROSS 
(Prawuarol     Swaanna    Pfcsshette 
•tar* ea a Washington  0 C    r*t 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE 6y tfte Sword Drvtded 
Sa M»i". Lacey end son Tom 
gamer * *me* Novakai loree 10 
defend A/naacote Caen* hom th* 
■mpend-ng Roum»>e*d attack 
iPprt 5 Of 61 g 
1006 
(TMC) MOVIE 9 9'; Some 
Kind Of Hero 11962) Richard 
Pryor Margot * Mm A war vat 
era" turn* 10 a kt* of crime after 
ihe government reaves* to give 
•um back pa* he earned wtt*e 
bemg e prsoner « Norm v*m*m 
•o> »> yaara   R 
10 30 
8   NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
B BOSOM BUDDfS 
11 OO 
• •••NEWS 
B OARK SHADOWS 
B TWILIGHT ZONE 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
8  BOOYWATCM The metd • 
MS. 10 ih* nwrwana aystem can 
ter petsnts uee of vreuehiehon 
techniauae. Tetetan monk* abdty 
to control body tamperetiae 
Gueat Norman CouSrn* g 
11:30 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT internew w*m Chancy 
Jones 
(NEWS 
NIGHT  HEAT A mutoar m 
***tiget«n lead* Giambone and 
0 Srsn on the irerl of en at. aped 
Neon 
8      TONIGHT      HCSt        Juhrm, 
Carson Scheduled evu mwwoen 
OmtGllKI   In atereo 
INIGHTLINE 
ENCORE THEATPIE 
MOVIE 4 4 'y The Gm 
116661 Roeafend Rueee* 
'ernando lama* A young muea 
um worker dM.oncH on La* 
Vagee to cash n o 
r 
apwinwh*. 
1 her by  her 
gjrnpfcng magnet* lather 
■ BENNY HEX 
8 HEART OF THE DRA 
GON The ."iK-nc* of Oana * an 
cajnt tiadrtiona on deey Me * era 
mrned through profe** of three 
lormar leader• ndudu-.. Emperor 
Cntn long and Moo Tee ting Co 
ftoeta   Robm MacNe*   Jan Larv* 
no 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:SO 
(TMC) MOVIE 4 4 %| The Bel 
■ad Ot Gregorro Cortar 11683) 
Edward Jem** Obrnoe. Tom 
Bower A San Antoruo cowhand 
murders a sharer m eetf-dahtnee 
*»  a   caaa  of   rrastaben   ■rjajniriy 
PG 
1200 
8      STRCCTS      Of       SAN 
FRANCISCO 
8    naOVW    449       Game* 
119671   Simon*  Srgnoret    Jem*. 
Caen 
fCYE ON HOLL YVVOOO 
CChVrEDY CLASSICS 
ESPN) OUTDOOR I If E 
12:3)0 
8 LATE   NIGHT  WITH  DA 
VID   LETTERMAN  ScfvatMed 
conuc ector Jonathan VVeiter*  In 
8      COMCOY      TONIGHT 
Gueil*   recording artm I eon Red 
bone    John Mukoorwy    Hat Spear 
Dev. Hawthorne 
lESPNI FISHIN   HOLE 
12-40 
8 MOVIE 4 4 Beyond E*t 
(19601 Lynda Day Gaorga John 
6E8S9 
1 OO 
B HAWAII FtVEO 
m JIMMY SWAGGART 
8     MOVBJ.     e#1        Storm 
Fear     118661 Cornel VVede.  Jean 
1:30 
8 NEWS 
(CSPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
1:*VO 
(TMCI     MOVIE     4       Zapoetf 
11962) Scott 6*0. Wake Aamee 
2O0 
INIGHTWATCH 
NEWS 
If SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2:30 
8 NIGHTWATCH 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTEFt 
3:00 
(CSPNI      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS Dnrrtron F .net  (R| 
3:3ft 
fTMC)    MOVIE     44       SavkUy 
T*MOT"    1166*)    Oawd    Aftne 
**** 
• S»4Vt 
.    **9> 
. 44 Vt 
.   .    **> 
,   a   .     *H 
...     * 
a* 
^'^limTrrlumBr 
"Your Campus 
Florist" 
Daisies 
10 for $1.95 
PHONE 
353-1045 
Cash & Carry 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
♦Seiko 
* Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
'earrings 
*Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sato 
(On oeVecfed Itoma) 
Dill jewelers 
129 8. Main   342-4770 
: ^A»!uxi^iiirj; 
CHECK   OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW RELEASES 
Wc carry 
both Beta 
and  VHS 
Tapes 
NEW ARRIVALS: 
" »>'PlM^9^rr 
Barney's 
Video 
V I 
Colli-ir 9 ilan and get FREE movii! 
with rental of 
any two movies! 
COMING SOON: 
•Invasion USA 
•Cocoon 
•Chorus lln. 
•Rocky IV 
• Agn.» of God 
•To Liv. and 0* In l.A. 
•Sack to ih. Futur. 
Tueaeay FREE movie with VCR rental 
ill VCR rental* 12.9*1 
Membership Required — $10 for on. year 
I0»3 N   Mold SI   eO 3M 1401 
Won   Sal   10-t        Sun   lit 
Mart lo Sarnay'i CortvoritMt Mart 
leer and Wine o< Shut Minimum Pr.eei 
Open 6 Mo m I o m every day 
